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	 NAVAL	AND	MARITIME	MEDALS

	

3001	 Admiral Martin Harpertzoon Tromp (1597-1653), Lieutenant-Admiral of the Dutch fleet, Death 
at the Battle of the Texel, Silver Medal, by O Müller, bust in armour, three-quarters right, wearing 
a medal of St Michael on ribband, border of trophies with, at top, two cherubs holding crown, rev 
a naval engagement with two ships prominent and before them another sinks, legend in script 
around on stippled background, 75mm, cast in two halves united at the rim (MI 403/34; vL II, 
364; MH, Neth 542).  Nearly extremely fine, the surface chased and with uneven tone. £700-900 
 

Tromp’s destruction of the Spanish Armada at the Battle of the Downs in 1639 effectively ended Spanish sea power. The 
indecisive Battle of the Texel which incurred heavy losses on both sides, was fought between the Dutch and English 
forces as the Dutch tried to break the English blockade of the Dutch coast.

 

3002	 Charles II, The Embarkation at Scheveningen, Silver Medal, 1660, by Peter van Abeele, bust 
three-quarters right, hair long and wearing Garter George on ribband, rev Fame flies over fleet, 
holding scroll, legend below in shell, 70mm, the medal made in two halves, joined by the edge to 
which a contemporary suspension loop added (MI 455/44; vL II, 462; MH 72).  Good very fine and 
toned, chased in the fields to give a polished effect (some old jeweller’s graffiti on edge). £600-800



3003	 The Proclamation of the Peace of Breda, Dutch Silver Medal, 1667, by Jerian Pool, Neptune in sea-
chariot, drives to quell a naval engagement, rev panorama of the town of Breda, infant genii hold 
linked shields above, NULLA SALUS BELLO …, 52mm (MI 534/183; vL II 538).  Minor scratches, 
very fine. £200-300

3004	 The Peace of Breda and the Alliance of England and Holland, Dutch Silver Medal, 1667, by 
Christopher Adolfszoon, two ships, Dutch (to front) and English, alongside each, rev shields of 
arms below wreath and with floral festoons, 44mm (MI 534/184; vL II, 538; MH 63).  Extremely 
fine. £400-500

3005	 Charles II, Christ’s Hospital, Nautical School, Silver Cloak Badge, 1673, by John Roettier, the three 
figures of Arithmetic, Astronomy and Mathematics stand around a Bluecoat boy in traditional 
uniform, AVSPICIO CAROL SECVNDI REGIS 1673, 81.5mm (MI 557/218).  An unusually pleasing 
example, good very fine and lightly toned. £180-220



 

3006	 James II, The Spanish Wreck Recovered, Silver Medal, 1687, by George Bower, conjoined busts 
of James II and Mary to right, he laureate, rev the salvage operation, a small row-boat to the fore 
with, beyond, his ship the “Algier Rose”, SEMPER TIBI PENDEAT HAMUS, 55mm (MI 619/33; MH 
71; Betts 67).  Beautifully toned and good extremely fine. £400-600

 

3007	 James II, The Spanish Wreck Recovered, Lead striking of the 1971 copy by John Pinches, 62mm 
(cf MI 619/33; cf MH 71; cf Betts 67).  Somewhat ‘dusty’ surface, very fine. £40-60

       

3008	 William and Mary (1689-1694-1702), The Battle of La Hogue, small Silver Medal and Silver 
Medalet, 1692, by James or Norbert Roettier, conjoined busts right, rev the French Flagship Le 
Soleil Royal enveloped in flames, IGNIBVS IMPAR, 25.5mm (MI 64/267; MH 103); laureate bust 
of William right, rev similar image and legend, 22mm (MI 56/268; MH 104; vL IV, 106).  Both 
extremely fine, the first choice and deeply toned.  (2) £200-250 
 

The action was fought between the 23rd May and 2nd June, 1692, between a combined fleet of one hundred Dutch and 
English ships under Admiral Edward Russell (1653-1727), 1st Earl of Orford and a fleet of forty-four French ships under 
Admiral Anne Hilarion de Cotentin, Comte De Tourville (1642-1701), Marshal of France and took place off Cape Barfleur. 
The French offered stubborn resistance, but were scattered. Some escaped, but three groups were driven onto the French 
coast and destroyed. De Tourville’s flagship the Soleil Royale and twelve other ships were burnt. 



3009	 Louis Alexandre de Bourbon (1678-1737), Commander of the French Fleet at the Engagement off 
Malaga, 1704, Copper Medal, by Raymond Gayrard, struck 1820, head right with flowing hair, 
rev Victory stands in galley, 67mm (MI 268/68; MH, France 150).  Very fine. £60-80 
 

Struck by the Comte d’Artois (later Charles X) to honour his ancestor, Louis Alexandre de Bourbon was the illegitimate 
son of Louis XIV and Madame de Montespan, legitimised in 1681 and an admiral at the age of 5.

3010	 Admiral Edward Vernon (1684-1757), The Capture of Porto Bello, Pinchbeck Medal, 1739, signed 
T (? T Tibs), half length bust right, wearing ordinary dress, hair in twisted queue, rev ships in 
harbour, WITH SIX SHIPS ONLY … (MI 531/94; MI Pl CLV, 1; MH 161; Betts 176 var).  Very fine or 
nearly so and a rare variety. £200-250 

 

3011	 Capture of Goree, Copper Medal, by Thomas Pingo, for the SPAC, Britannia head left, 
trident behind, rev Victory on prow of galley, 39.5mm (MI 691/415; MH 359).  Nearly 
extremely fine. £150-200



3012	 George III, The Capture of Belle Isle, Copper Medal, 1761, by J Kirk, armoured bust of George III left, 
rev panorama with fort and ships beyond, 40mm (BHM 71; MH 371). Extremely fine. £150-200 
 

Belle Isle, off the French coast near Brest, captured by Commodore Keppel and General Hodgson 

3013	 George III, Treaty with the Caribs of St Vincent, Silver-gilt Medal, 1773, by G M Moser, armoured 
bust of the king right, hair tied in queue, rev Britannia offers olive branch to native, PEACE AND 
PROSPERITY TO ST VINCENTS, 55mm (BHM 183).  Very fine, the gilding worn in places and smoothed 
off edge. £350-500  

   

     

3014	 Admiral Augustus Keppel (1725-1786), the Battle of Ushant, Copper Medal, 1778, signed IH, bust 
three-quarters right, rev JUDICIOUS BRAVE AND GALLANT, 40mm (BHM 214; MH 437); Admiral Adam 
Duncan (1731-1804), the Battle of Camperdown, White Metal Medal, 1797, bust three-quarters right, 
rev legend in thirteen lines, 37mm (BHM 429; MH 462). Very fine and extremely fine. (2) £80-120 
 

the bust of Duncan virtually identical in looks and composition to that of Keppel



3015	 A Georgian single-masted pilot boat under sail, engraved on the reverse of a William III 
Halfcrown, the ship un-named, but with 5 gun-ports showing, a sailor to midships and an officer 
to the stern, 34mm (cf Comfort ‘Forget Me Not’, p 117).  The engraving very fine. £200-250 
 

the ship has a distinctive figurehead, perhaps a seahorse

                  
                                                                                                                                              [inverted]

3016	 Brass Desk Seal of the Bristol Privateer Eagle, c.1770’s-80’s, ship profile, a three masted ship in 
profile, under full sail with pennant and ensign, legend around, EAGLE PRIVATEER BRISTOL, 
41mm, the handle long gone, whilst on the back an old label (on stamp-paper) reads “Old Seal 
dug up at Lewisham  4ft under the surface”.  Stained and discoloured, strictly fine. £150-200 
 

Two Bristol privateers carried the name Eagle at this time.  One owned by Griffith Maskelyn & Co (200 tons, 18 six-
pounders, 100 men, Captain William Phillips), during a 4 month cruise in 1779 firstly recaptured the London privateer 
Snapper in March and then in May captured a Bordeaux privateer.  She returned to Bristol in July.  Following her next 
cruise (Captain Thomas Short) between August 1779 and February 1780, two crew members were on trial “for feloniously 
and piratically making a revolt…”. Griffith Maskelyn was a Bristol merchant.  The second Eagle, owned by William 
Miles, William Elton & Co (200 tons, Captains Thomas Salmon and John Matthews), when under the latter’s captaincy, 
was taken by the French in April 1782.  William Miles & Co is recorded as trading in sugar from Lewins Mead, Bristol, 
1793-1794.  For further information see Powell, Commander J. W. Damer, Bristol Privateers and Ships of War, Bristol 1930, 
p 258.
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3017	 Admiral George Brydges Rodney (1719–1792), the Capture of St Eustatius [Leeward Islands], 
Bronze Medal, 1781, uniformed bust right in tricorn hat, rev two ships in action, fort to left, 33mm 
(BHM 233; MH 386).  Very fine, pierced at top. £80-120

3018	 General George Augustus Eliott (1717-1790), the Great Siege of Gibraltar, Copper Medal, by Terry, 
uniformed bust left, rev a panoramic view of the bombardment, small boats pick up survivors, 
41mm (BHM 246; MH 401).  Very fine. £120-150 
 

usually signed TERRY FEC LONDON, only LONDON shows on this medal



 

3019	 The Siege of Gibraltar, General Eliott’s Silver Medal for the Hanovarian Brigade, 1782, by 
Lewis Pingo, panorama of Gibraltar, with fleet and burning ships beyond, rev names of the four 
commanders, BRUDERSCHAFT, 49mm (BHM 248; MH 408).  Very fine. £400-600

 

3020	 General George Augustus Eliott (1717-1790), the Relief of Gibraltar, White Metal Medal, by J 
Reich, uniformed bust right in tricorn hat, rev panorama at the height of the action, cannon firing 
and shells exploding, VICTRIX IN FLAMIS …, 44mm (BHM 254; MH 409). Usual small copper plug, 
good very fine. £80-120

 

3021	 The Naval Action off Cape Passaro, Silver Medal, 1718, by John Croker, laureate bust right, hair 
long, wearing decorative armour, rev the King as Neptune atop a rostral column, amidst naval 
trophies, SOCIORVM PROTECTOR, 45mm (MI 439/42; MH 150). Attractiely toned, good extremely 
fine. £300-400 
 

The Spanish Fleet, commanded by Admiral Don Anthonio de Castañeta was defeated by Admiral George Byng (1663-
1733), who destroyed or captured the majority of the ships, and took the Spanish Admiral prisoner.



 

3022	 Finglas Volunteers, an engraved oval Regimental award, 1782, to “The Gift of the Finglas 
Volunteers to Willm Cody for his skill in Arms”, a soldier in uniform and holding musket, stands 
by cannon, Hibernia seated to right with harp and Liberty Cap on staff, engraved on ribbon 
above, “FOR MY COUNTRY”, drum and flags in exergue, 53mm x 39mm, decorative border, 
integral suspension loop.  Good very fine and extremely rare. £250-350 
 

Finglas Volunteers, John Segrave of Cabragh, Colonel.  Segrave died in 1783 and was “intered with all military honours 
at St James’s churchyard, long the chosen place of sepulture for the upper class of Irish Catholics”. J L Balmer (vol III, H 
172), lists a similar, though round medal, with PERSEVERANCE on the ribbon and named to Henry Ireton.

	

3023	 Admiral Richard, Earl Howe (1725-1799), The Battle of the Glorious First of June, Copper Medal, 
1794, by C H Küchler, bust right in uniform, rev naval action, HMS Queen Charlotte sinks a French 
ship, 47mm (BHM 383; MH 417; Pollard 8).  Extremely fine though surface ‘dusty’. £120-150

 

3024	 Admiral Richard, Earl Howe (1725-1799), The Battle of the Glorious First of June, Copper Medal, 
1794 [1820], by William Wyon, for Mudie’s National Medals, uniformed bust right, rev Neptune 
drawn by two hippocamps, 41mm (BHM 387; MH 418).  Extremely fine. £60-80



3025	 Admiral Sir Henry Trollope (1756-1839), Action off Helvoetsluys, Copper Medal, 1796, by J G 
Hancock, uniformed bust left, rev British lion in bows of dismasted ship, other ships beyond, 
49mm (BHM 414; MH 541).  Nearly extremely fine, spot on obverse field. £150-200

3026	 Admiral Alexander Hood, Lord Bridport (1724-1814), Action off St Croix, White Metal Medal, 
1795, by J G Hancock, uniformed bust right, rev Victory holding crown and captured flag, 49mm 
(BHM406; MH 539); Admiral Adam Duncan (1731-1804), the Battle of Camperdown, White Metal 
Medal, 1797, by J G Hancock, uniformed bust right, rev seaman nails Royal Standard to mast-top, 
49mm (BHM 426; MH 459).  Both extremely fine.  (2) £120-150 

3027	 John Jervis, Admiral Earl St Vincent (1735-1823), The Battle of Cape St Vincent, 1797, Copper 
Medal, 1797, by J G Hancock and P Kempson, uniformed bust left, rev mournful Hispania on 
shore, naval action beyond, 49mm (BHM 435; MH 450).  Nearly extremely fine.  £180-220



3028	 John Jervis, Admiral Earl St Vincent (1735-1823), The Battle of Cape St Vincent, 1797, Silver 
Medal [1820], for Mudie’s National Medals, by G Mills and N Brenet, head left, rev Victory fires 
lightning bolts at two Spanish ships, 41mm (BHM 438; MH 452).  Choice extremely fine, obverse 
deeply toned, rare. £550-650 
 

ex James O’Byrne, part 11, 1962 (lot 123, part)

3029	 Sir John Borlase Warren (1753-1822), Action off Tory Island, Copper Medal, 1798, by J G Hancock, 
uniformed bust right, rev Hibernia plays harp, beyond the French squadron driven away, 49mm 
(BHM 455; MH 542).  Extremely fine. £180-220 

3030	 Sir John Borlase Warren (1753-1822), Action off Tory Island, Copper Medal, 1798, by T Wyon Sr, 
uniformed bust three-quarters left, rev two ships engaged, 38mm (BHM 456; MH 543).  Extremely 
fine. £180-220  
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3031	 Earl George John Spencer (1758-1834), First Lord of the Admiralty, Copper Medal, 1799, by T 
Wyon Sr, uniformed bust left, rev Victory blows trumpet, 38mm (BHM 471; MH 551); another, 
White Metal; other White Metal Medals (3), all by T Wyon Sr, all 38mm, Sir John Borlase Warren 
(1753-1822), Action off Tory Island, 1798 (BHM 456; MH 543); Admiral Duncan, Battle of 
Camperdown, 1797 (BHM 428; MH 461); Lord St Vincent, Battle of Cape St Vincent (BHM 433, 
MH 451).  Extremely fine. (5) £150-200

 

3032	 Admiral Richard, Earl Howe (1726-1799), Death 1799, Copper Medal, by T Wyon Sr, uniformed 
bust left, rev naval trophies and rostral column, 38mm (BHM 468; MH 420).  Good extremely fine, 
some original redness on reverse. £50-80 

	 Admiral	Nelson	

3033	 Alexander Davisson’s Medal for the Battle of the Nile, Copper, 1798, by C H Küchler, Peace holds 
shield with medallic portrait of Nelson, rev panorama of the British Fleet going into action, 46mm 
(BHM 447; MH 482; Pollard 15).  Extremely fine. £350-400 



  

3034	 Lord Nelson, The Battle of the Nile, Silver Medal, 1798, by J G Hancock and P Kempson, uniformed 
bust three-quarters left, wearing Badge and Star of the Order of the Bath, rev the River God of the 
Nile reclines and watches the action, legend in concentric lines above, 47mm (BHM 448, R3; MH 
475).  Small piercing for suspension loop, good very fine, the reverse showing the [usual] die flaws in an 
early state, extremely rare.  £400-600

  

3035	 Lord Nelson, The Battle of the Nile, Copper Medal, 1798, by T Wyon Sr, bust three-quarters right, 
rev three ships engaged in action, 38mm (BHM 452; MH 476/77).  Nearly extremely fine, some 
original redness.  £250-300

  

3036	 Lord Nelson, King Ferdinand IV re-established as King at Naples, Copper Medal, 1799, by C H 
Küchler, bust of Ferdinand right, rev crowds on shore watch ship arrive in the Bay of Naples, 
Victory hovers above with medallic portrait of Nelson with Bronte title, 47.5mm (BHM 479; MH 
489; Pollard No 18).  Extremely fine. £400-500



     

3037	 Lord Nelson, Boulton’s Trafalgar Medal, 1805, Silver restrike, c.1966, by John Pinches, struck 
with a matt surface, 48mm; and a uniface Bronze trial strike of the obverse (cf BHM 584; MJP p 
250).  Both virtually as struck.  (2) £200-250 
 

The dies for Boulton’s Trafalgar Medal were among those taken over by John Pinches from the Wyon family.  The intended 
issue for the 1966 silver restrikes was for 2,500 specimens, however it is believed the order was never completed and 
examples are seldom offered for sale.  The medals with a matt surface were made for photographic purposes.  The dies 
were destroyed shortly after the Franklin Mint purchased John Pinches.  
ex John Pinches Archive Collection, Glendining’s (lot 159, part)  

3038	 Lord Nelson, Boulton’s Trafalgar Medal, 1805, Silver restrike, c.1966, by John Pinches, the rejected 
obverse die muled with the reverse of the medal for Ferdinand IV re-established as King, 1799, 
struck with a matt surface, 48mm (BHM 479a, where recorded in copper only; cf 484a). Virtually 
as struck (the reverse from rust-marked dies). £150-200 
 

see note to previous lot.    
ex John Pinches Archive Collection, Glendining’s (lot 159, part)  

3039	 Lord Nelson, William Turton’s Trafalgar Medal, 1805, Silver restrike, c.1966, by John Pinches, 
the T Wyon bust left, rev panorama of the ships in line, 48mm, numbered 48 and Hallmarked.  
Virtually as struck, with brilliant surface. £150-200 
 

See note to previous two lots.  The intended issue for the silver restrikes was for 2,500 specimens, however it is believed 
the order was never completed.  
ex John Pinches Archive Collection, Glendining’s (lot 159, part)  



3040	 Lord Nelson, William Turton’s Trafalgar Medal, 1805, Silver restrike, c.1966, by John Pinches, 
struck with a matt surface, the T Wyon bust left, rev panorama of the ships in line, 48mm, plain 
edge.  Virtually as struck. £150-200 
 

see note to previous three lots.    
ex John Pinches Archive Collection, Glendining’s (lot 159, part)  

3041	 Lord Nelson, Death at Trafalgar, 1805, White Metal Medal, by P Wyon, sailor weeps at monument 
to Nelson, his medallic portrait on it and trophies around, rev Britannia and Neptune with 
funerary urn, 52mm (BHM 579; MH 511).  Good very fine. £100-150 

3042	 Lord Nelson, Death at Trafalgar, 1805, Gilt-copper Medal, by T Webb and reverse after John 
Flaxman, bust left with short hair, rev Bellona steps over the sea to burning galleys, IPSE BELLI 
FVLMEN, 53mm (BHM 577; MH 507).  Choice extremely fine. £250-300  



3043	 Lord Nelson, Death at Trafalgar, 1805, a pair of White Metal Medals, unsigned, bust left, H 
VICECOM NELSON and Victory with medallic bust, revs legend in wreath, 39mm (BHM 581,582; 
MH 505, 506). Both extremely fine, edge nick on first and minor spots on second. (2) £120-150

3044	 Lord Nelson, Death, White Metal Medals (2), one bust left, one Victory on prow, both 38mm 
(BHM 581, 582), fine; Admiral Collingwood and the Battle of Trafalgar, White Metal Medal, 1805, 
bust three-quarters left, rev ships in two lines, 38mm (BHM 593), dulled surface, otherwise nearly 
very fine, scarce.  (3) £80-120

3045	 Lord Nelson Medalets (9), issued c.1805, complete set of four battles, in Brass, each with bust of 
Nelson, St Vincent 1797, Aboukir [Nile] 1798, Copenhagen 1801, Trafalgar 1805 (BHM 437, 454, 
511, 591; MH 514-517); White Metal Set, lacks Aboukir; Battle of Cape St Vincent, 1797, Silver 
(BHM 437); Aboukir, Brass, similar reverse, obverse showing barrels on shore before three ships 
(BHM -; MH -), all 19mm.  Silver very fine, others mostly extremely fine, rare as a set.  (9) £120-150

3046	 The Nelsonic Crimson Oakes Society, Silver Medal, unsigned, uniformed bust of Nelson 
left, GALLANT NELSON DIED OCTR. 21 OFF CAPE TRAFALGAR, rev pseudo-masonic symbols 
with eye, sun and ark and rainbow, NELSONIC CRIMSON OAKES - COMMENCED JANY 19 1808, 
53.5mm (MH 527).  Pierced for suspension, usual flan fault on reverse rim, otherwise good very fine 
and rare. £250-300 
 

Little is known about the Nelsonic Crimson Oakes Society but it appears to have been a benevolent society for sailors.  
Why Masonic symbols should have been used cannot be explained.  In a flight of fancy the National Maritime Museum’s 
website attributes the medal to Benedetto Pistrucci. 



3047	 Lord Nelson, Greenwich Hospital School, Attainments and Good Conduct Medal, awarded to 
George F Grant, 1872, bust of Nelson left, rev legend and engraved name, 41mm, bar suspender 
(MH 528). Extremely fine. £120-150

3048	 Lord Nelson, Greenwich Hospital School, Attainments and Good Conduct Medal, earlier variety 
than previous, awarded to John Bulford, 1857, bust of Nelson left, rev legend and engraved name, 
35mm, remains of broken brooch fittings to reverse, fine; with Naval Prize Medals, HMS Conway, 
Hobson Cup, Silver Medal, 1925, ship portrait, to R R Potter, 32mm, in case; HMS Impregnable, 
Copper, ship portrait, 1927, 39mm, in case; HMS Powerful, 1895, Bronze Cross (once gilt), 25mm, 
once brooch mounted, fine.  (4) £100-120

3049	 Lord Nelson, Shipwrecked Fishermen, White Metal subscription Ticket for 2S 6D, 1846, bust 
of Nelson left, ENGLAND EXPECTS … around, 43mm, pierced, suspension ring; The Trafalgar 
Centenary, 1905, small imitative Boulton’s Medals (2), silver and white metal, 32mm; imitative 
Naval Gold Medal, 23mm; and a White Metal Medal for sinking the Mainz and Blücher, 1914-
1915, these all by Spink.  Extremely fine.  (5) £80-120

      image reduced

3050	 Lord Nelson, The Centenary of the Battle of Trafalgar, a large shaped rectangular Bronze Portrait 
Plaque with arched top, 1905, by L F von Roselieb (1878-1940), bemedalled half-length figure, 
in hat and uniform, turned slightly left, after the painting by Lemuel Abbott, inscription below, 
HORATIO NELSON / 1805 THE TRAFALGAR CENTENARY 1905, 218mm x 195mm, mounted on (a 
now worn) velvet background and in a wide oak frame (BDM V, 213).  The shape suggestive of Art-
Nouveau period, softly sculpted, extremely fine and extremely rare. £350-450 
 

L Fritz von Roselieb exhibited at the Royal Academy in 1912 and perhaps other years as well.  He was elected to 
membership of the Royal Society of British Sculptors in 1914, his application supported by William Goscombe John and 
seconded by William Silver Frith, later he became an Associate from 1923-1938.  During the Great War he changed his 
name to Louis Frederick Roslyn, and for a while maintained one of the Avenue Studios in the Fulham Road, London.  
Following the war he sculpted a number of War Memorials.  The Nelson plaquette appears to be unlisted in any of the 
Nelson portraiture books and neither the British Museum nor the National Maritime Museum have examples.  
Some biographical information can be found in “Public Sculpture of the City of London”, by Philip Ward Jackson.  Some 
photographs of his work can be found in ‘Sculptures and Decorations, 1912-1915, from “Academy Architecture”, 1913-
1915’ published by Academy Architecture, London, 1915.



3051	 Lord Nelson, the 150th Anniversary of Trafalgar, Silver Medal, by Paul Vincze, for Spink & Son, 
bust left, hair tied in queue, rev Neptune holds up trident and wreath, 57.5mm, matt surface 
(BHM 4464).  Extremely fine. £50-70

3052	 Lord Nelson, Antique Portrait Prints (2), one in oval brass frame, 125mm x 100mm, the other in 
black painted wood, 186mm x 140mm; together with a pair of hand coloured prints of Nelson 
and Wellington, in matching maple frames, 210mm x 185mm. An attractive group. (4) £120-150

3053	 Nelson, Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co Ltd, New Malden, Surrey, Trial or Promotional Banknote, 
Nelson portrait vignette with, right, HMS Victory, rev Mercury and dolphin, 120mm x 202mm.  
As issued, mint state. £80-120

3054	 Sir William Sidney Smith (1764-1840), The Defence of Acre, Copper Medal, 1799, by J G Hancock, 
uniformed bust left, rev youth by palm-tree holds shield, town beyond, 49mm (BHM 473; MH 
546).  Extremely fine. £150-180



  

  
3055	 Sir William Sidney Smith (1764-1840), Promotion to Flag Rank, Copper Medal, 1805, by T Webb, 

bare head right, rev COER DE LION, 53mm (BHM 573; MH 549), extremely fine; another, White 
Metal, good very fine; and the Mudie Medal, Copper, for the Defence of Acre, by G Mills and N 
Brenet, bust left, rev lion protects camel from tiger, 41mm (BHM 476; MH 545), extremely fine.  
(3)  £100-120

3056	 George Elphinstone, Admiral Lord Keith (1746-1823), and the death of Sir Ralph Abercrombie 
(1734-1801), Copper Medal, 1801, by J G Hancock, uniformed bust of Keith left, rev Scottish 
soldier at tomb of Abercromby, 49mm (BHM 507; MH 552).  Extremely fine. £150-180  

 
3057	 Admiral, Lord Exmouth (Edward Pellew, 1757-1833), The Bombardment of Algiers, Copper Medal, 

1816 [1820], by Louis Brenet and Gerard, for Mudie’s National Medals, uniformed bust right, rev 
Neptune attacks a hippocamp, 41mm (BHM 921 [1057]; MH 572).  Extremely fine.  £80-120 
 

The city was bombarded following the Bey’s refusal to abolish Christian slavery



 

3058	 Plymouth Dockyard Renamed Devonport, Copper Medal, 1824, by R Ellis and J Ramsey, 
Neptune stands in marine car, the dockyard beyond, rev legend in twelve lines, 54mm (BHM 
1244).  Extremely fine. £50-70

3059	 The Duke of Clarence, later William IV (1765-1830-1837), Appointed Lord High Admiral, Silver-
gilt Medal, 1827, by John Henning, head right, rev Britannia walks on the waves, ships beyond, 
66mm (BHM 1296; MH 583).  Matt surface, virtually as struck. £120-150 

3060	 The Duke of Clarence, later William IV (1765-1830-1837), Appointed Lord High Admiral, Copper 
Medal, 1827, by John Henning, head right, rev Britannia walks on the waves, ships beyond, 66mm 
(BHM 1296; MH 583).  Obverse good very fine, but darkened, reverse extremely fine. £120-150 



3061	 Sir Gilbert Blane (1749-1834), Copper Medal, 1830, by Benedetto Pistrucci, head left, rev sailor 
supports a wounded colleague, Britannia stands to right, 38mm (BHM 1439, R2; MH 585).  
Extremely fine though small verdigris spot on bottom edge, extremely rare. £150-200 
 

A striking in copper of the medal issued in gold as prize for the Royal Naval Haslar Hospital, instituted 1830. 

3062	 Institution of Naval Architects, Founded 1860, Silver-gilt ‘Gold’ Medal, awarded 1942, to W C S 
Wigley MA, arms of the institution with naval crown, over trident, dolphin supporters, wreath, 
name engraved, 49mm.  Virtually as struck. £120-150 
 

Wigley’s main work was on Hydrodynamics and he published articles such as “Ship Wave Resistance: A Comparison of 
Mathematical Theory with Experimental Results” and gave his name to the Wigley hull, a mathematically defined hull 
with a simple geometry that is often used for code validation purposes. 

3063	 HMS Cumberland, Industrial training Ship, Clyde, Princess Louise’s Silver Medal, 1871, by 
Elkington, conjoined busts left (with Marquis of Lorne), 38mm, suspension loop and ring; 
Institution of Naval Architects, small Silver Medal, arms, rev legend, 28mm, with Ladies’ tied 
bow ribbon suspender.  First very fine, this extremely fine.  (2) £120-150



 
3064	 George V, First European Festival of International Yacht Racing, Silver Medal, 1911, by Elkington, 

crowned bust left, rev the Sovereign of the Seas sails right, 63mm (BHM4088, R2; MH 471/812a).  
Extremely fine, attractive and very rare. £300-400

            
3065	 World War I, Naval Medals, White Metal, by Spink, Sinking the Mainz and Blücher; Jutland, both 

45mm; Zeebrugge, St George’s Day Raid, 1918, 31.5mm, in card boxes of issue.  Extremely fine.   
(3) £80-100

3066	 Shipping, University of Liverpool 9ct Gold Presentation Medal, 1922, by C J Allen, obv female 
figure with attributes of Minerva and Athena crowning naked athlete with laurel wreath, rev 
garlanded arms of the university, inscription UNIVERSITY OF LIVERPOOL PRESENTS TO MR. 

T HARRISON HUGHES ON THE OPENING OF THE GEOFFREY HUGHES MEMORIAL ATHLETICS 
GROUNDS JULY 1 ST 1922, 150g, 63mm. Extremely fine. £1000-1200 
 

The medal was presented to Thomas Harrison Hughes, son of John William Hughes of the famous Liverpool shipowners 
T J Harrison. The Harrison Line boasted a fleet of some 50 vessels with regular services from Liverpool as far afield as 
Calcutta, Colombia and San Francisco at the time the medal was presented. Generous benefactors to the university, 
the family provided great support to the faculty of mechanical engineering amongst others. An excellent archive of 
images of the fleet can be found at the following address: http://www.merseysideviews.com/Merchant%20Vessels/
Harrison%20TJ/index.htm



3067	 The RMS Queen Mary, Maiden Voyage, Bronze medal, by Gilbert Bayes (for Royal Mint), 1936, 
Starboard view, dolphins in waves, rev New York skyline seen through the old Bargate in 
Southampton, 70mm, in green leather case of issue.  Extremely fine. £120-150 
 

Gilbert Bayes (1872-1953), a leading figure in the New Sculpture Movement prior to the First World War, who turned his 
talents to many subjects. In December 2007, he was honoured when a Blue Plaque was unveiled at his former home in 
St John’s Wood, London. 

3068	 France, The Capture of Fort St Philippe, Minorca, 1781, an ochre-coloured composite Snuff 
or Patch Box, the lid impressed with a panorama of the fort and the action taking place and 
several ships in the harbour, below exergual line, PRISE DU FORT ST PHILIPPE LE 19 AOUST 1781, 
the box with turned line design, 77mm x 24mm high, made soon after the event.  In excellent 
condition and extremely rare. £250-300 
 

The 19th August was the date of the initial landing by joint Spanish and French forces, however, the great siege did not 
commence till the 11th November and continued through till the 4th February 1782 when General Murray sent a list of ten 
surrender terms to the Duc de Crillon, based on the principle that the garrison should be provided with transport back 
to Britain, which would be paid for by the British government. The final agreement was accepted by both sides on 5th 
February and signed on 6th February, which allowed the British to become temporary prisoners of war while they waited 
for the transport ships.  The terms allowed that “in Consideration of the Constancy and Valour which General Murray 
and his Men have shewn in their brave Defence, they shall be permitted to go out with their Arms shouldered, Drums 
beating, lighted Matches, and Colours flying, till having marched through the Midst of the Army, they shall lay down 
their Arms and Colours”. 

3069	 France, The Building of the Submarine [Submersible] Amazone, Silver Medal, 1916, by Hippolyte 
Lefebure, a war-like Amazon, the submarine behind her, rev the shipyards on the Gironde, with 
gantries and cranes, 60mm.  Very fine, scarce. £80-100 
 

Amazone, one of three Armide Class vessels built, 460/670t, 17/11 knots, 4 or 6-45cm tt/1-4.7cm or 7.5cm, 31 crew, 
launched 1915-1916. 



3070	 Netherlands,	Naval action off Cadiz, Silver Medal, 1781, by J G Holtzhey, stern view of four 
vessels in action, one dismantled, VIS VI FORTITER REPULSA, rev a trident with three shields 
of the Rotterdam Admiralty, the Captains named on pennants, P. MELVILLE NAVARCHUS and 
G. OORTHUIS NAVARCH, legend around, ANTIQUA VIRTVTE DVVM-VIRI, 45mm (vL VIII, 559; 
MH, Neth 625). Choice extremely fine and rare. £300-400 
 

On May 29, 1781 the two Dutch Frigates Castor (36), Captain Pieter Baron Melville van Carnbée (1743-1826) and Den Briel 
(36), Captain Gerard Oorthuys (1742-1812), came across two English frigates, the Flora (44), Captain William Peere Williams 
and Crescent (44), Captain [Sir] Thomas Pakenham, KCB (1757–1836).  The fierce action fought over two days ending in 
the surrender of Crescent, and though re-captured she later fell to the French.  Pakenham was tried by court-martial and 
honourably acquitted, Captained the frigate Minerva at the relief of Gibraltar and Invincible at the Battle of the Glorious 
1st June, 1794.  The medal records the only surrender of an English frigate during the fourth Anglo-Dutch War.   
ex James O’Byrne Collection, Christie’s, 10 July 1962 (lot 96, part)

  

3071	 Portugal,	 John VI (1767-1826, Regent 1799, King 1816), The Recapture of Cayenne by the 
Portuguese, Copper Medal, 1809, by Pidgeon (after P Rouw), struck at Boulton’s Soho Mint, 
laureate head right, rev date within wreath, CAYENNA TOMADA A: OS FRANCEZES, 51mm (MH, 
Port 692; Julius 2055; Bramsen 2213).  Choice mint state. £200-250 
 
The French Island was captured by a joint Anglo-Portuguese force of 350 troops and 80 men from HBMS Confiance, 20 
guns, Captain [Sir] James Lucas Yeo (1782-1819).  The Confiance had been captured from the Spanish at the storming of 
the port of el Muros. After the action he was promoted to post-captain, and received from the prince regent of Portugal 
a knight’s commandery of St Benito d’Avis, being the only Protestant ever so honoured. He later served in Canada and 
North America.



3072	 Spain, Philip V (1683-1700-1746), Copper Proclamation Medal [1702], by Ferdinand St Urbain, 
bust right with long flowing hair, rev Neptune stands in shell holding trident, behind him a map 
of Italy, SIC CVNCTVS PELAGI CECIDIT, 51.5mm (vL IV, 375; MH 671; He 13).  Extremely fine with 
traces of original redness. £200-250 
 

Philip entered Naples in State on the 20th April, 1702 and was greeted by the Duke of Escalona.  The medal celebrates the 
re-establishment of Peace.

3073	 Germany, The Sinking of the Lusitania, Bronze Medal, 1915, by Karl Goetz, and with corrected 
date, figures queue for tickets being sold by Death, rev the ship sinks, armaments, planes and cars 
topple into the waters, KEINE BANN WARE! 7 MAI 1915 (Kienast 156).  Extremely fine. £220-280

3074	 USA, The Sinking of the Lusitania, 1915, and the entry of the US into the Great War, 1917-1918, 
Bronze Medal, by R Baudichon, the sinking ship with, to front, an upturned lifeboat, above 
vignette of drowning child, rev Liberty rises above the waves, 53mm.  Extremely fine. £60-80



_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

	 THE	GARTH	AND	ALISON	DOUBLEDAY	COLLECTION
	 OF	BOSUN’S	CALLS

 Of great antiquity, bosun’s calls are still used for the passing of Naval Orders and information.  
The high pitched note can be readily heard above the noise of the waves and storm, or the 
sounds of battle.  It is said they were used in this way as far back as in the galleys of the Roman 
Empire.  It is certain that they were in use in the Royal Navy from the earliest times.  They were 
subsequently adopted by most of the navies of the World.

 For many years, the Call was used as the badge of office of the Lord High Admiral of England.  
Nowadays the Call is worn by all qualified seamen.

 As far as we are aware, this is by far the largest collection of calls to come to the market.  It was put 
together by Garth Doubleday in the years 1965-1972.  He writes “My interest in these attractive 
artefacts arose from a gift to me of one from my brother Gordon, himself a distinguished Naval 
Officer.  I made use of the services of a knowledgeable elderly antiquarian, who haunted the 
antique shops in the Lanes of Brighton, the London Silver Vaults and other likely sources, where 
he snapped up all the Calls on offer.”  Gordon Doubleday was also a serious numismatist, whose 
major collection of coins of Edward III was sold at Glendinings on 7 and 8 June 1972.

 Gifts from the collection of Calls have been made to the Maritime Museums at Chatham and 
Tenby.  The remainder, comprising Calls from some twelve countries in addition to Great Britain, 
and representing most reigns from Charles II, are the subject of this sale.  There are pieces by well-
known silversmiths and some are hallmarked by scarce provincial assay offices.  The collection 
demonstrates a wide variety of fine craftsmanship.

The calls are in silver unless otherwise described.

	 English	Calls

3075	 Charles II, London 1671, maker RD, in shield with mullet below initials, listed by Jackson but 
not identified, long serpentine gun, no bands, plain keel with scroll end and hallmarks, spherical 
buoy, 176mm, 31.4g. £2500-3000



3076	 George III, London 1767, maker T.H, Thomas Halford, long slender gun with three double raised 
bands, plain keel with hallmarks, spherical buoy with incised crosses, 160mm, 22.1g. £300-350

3077	 George III, London 1781, maker Hester Bateman, gun with two triple bands, plain keel with 
spiral end and hallmarks, oval cylindrical buoy with scallop shell ends, 150mm, 44.0g. £600-800

3078	 George III, London 1788, maker Hester Bateman, three pelleted bands on gun, plain keel with 
gadrooned border and hallmarks, cylindrical buoy with anchors on ends, 110mm, 27.0g. £400-500



3079	 George III, Birmingham 1790, maker Joseph Willmott, curved gun with three triple bands, 
engraved swag decoration on keel, barrel shaped buoy with crowned anchors on ends, 88mm, 
20.0g. £250-300 
 

bought Bourdon-Smith, September 1965

3080	 George III, London 1794, makers Peter and Ann Bateman, gun with three plain bands, plain keel 
with hallmarks, barrel shaped buoy with raised pellet rims to ends, 132mm, 36.0g. £600-800

3081	 George III, London 1795, maker Paul Storr, serpentine gun with two broad plain bands, keel 
decorated with pairs of stippled leaves and hallmark, barrel shaped buoy with anchors on ends, 
142mm, 32.3g. £600-800



3082	 George III, London 1798, maker Paul Storr, serpentine gun, plain keel and cylindrical buoy, all 
entwined with grapevine in high relief, 137mm, 55.1g. £800-1000

3083	 George III, London 1800, maker MB (Mark Buck?), plain serpentine gun with two bands, plain 
keel with double spiral end, cylindrical buoy, 110mm, 17.9g. £200-250



3084	 George III, London 1801, Peter and Ann Bateman, long slender gun with three bands of pellets, 
plain keel with pellet border and spiral end, cylindrical buoy with incised sunburst ends, 158mm, 
45.5g. £600-800

3085	 George III, London, 1803, makers Peter, Ann and William Bateman, serpentine gun with three 
rope bands, keel decorated with stippled geometric design, scroll at end, hallmark and inscription 
in cartouches, spherical buoy with incuse anchors on caps, 140mm, 36.5g. £400-500

3086	 George III, London 1804, makers Peter, Ann and William Bateman, long slender gun with two 
bands with cross-hatched design, plain keel with serrated edge, half-cylinder buoy with serrated 
decoration, 155mm, 43.0g. £600-800



3087	 George III, London 1804, maker Edward Lowe, three plain bands on gun, pierced decoration on 
keel, barrel shaped buoy with incised anchors on ends, 115mm, 26.4g. £250-300

3088	 George III, London 1804, maker JC, two double bands on gun, plain keel with spiral end, spherical 
buoy with flattened ends, 108mm, 17.8g. £200-250 
 

note: from collection of Admiral Alexander

3089	 George III, Birmingham, 1811, maker Joseph Willmott, curved gun with three triple bands, keel 
with stippled plant decoration and hallmarks, barrel shaped buoy with crowned anchor on ends, 
122mm, 22.7g. £250-300 
 

bought Shapland, November 1966



3090	 George III, Birmingham 1813, maker Joseph Willmott, three triple bands on gun, engraved fern 
motifs on keel, barrel shaped buoy with crowned anchors on ends, 124mm, 23.1g. £250-300 
 

bought Bourdon-Smith, September 1965

3091	 George III, London 1814, no maker’s mark, serpentine gun with two plain bands, stippled spiral 
decoration on keel, spherical buoy with flattened ends, 128mm, 20.6g. £200-300 
 

bought Bourdon-Smith, September 1965

3092	 George III, Birmingham 1820, curved gun with three quadruple bands, keel with engraved 
decoration and hallmarks, barrel shaped buoy with crowned anchors on ends, 135mm, 
17.3g. £240-280



3093	 George IV, London 1824, makers RE over EB, Rebecca Emes and Edward Barnard, short gun 
with three plain bands, plain keel with hallmark and filigree spiral end, barrel shaped buoy with 
pellet rims, 130mm, 25.2g. £350-400

3094	 George IV, London 1828, maker Mary Chawner, elegant curved gun with three decorative bands, 
engraved keel with hallmark and spiral end, barrel shaped buoy with impressed fouled anchors 
on ends, 126mm, 24.5g. £300-400

3095	 George IV, Exeter 1828, maker SL, Simon Levy, long slender gun with three bands, plain keel 
with rim and hallmark, spherical buoy with flattened sides, rare, 116mm, 15.7g. £400-500



3096	 George IV, gold, 18ct, London, date unclear, straight gun with two plain bands, plain keel with 
double spiral end an hallmark, cylindrical buoy, 103mm, 21.4g. £300-400

3097	 William IV, Set of six Silver-gilt Calls, London 1832, maker William Elliot, guns with two plain 
bands, plain keels with decorative tail, hallmark, spherical buoy with rosettes on sides, each 
104mm, 14.6g, 14.5g, 15.1g, 16.0, 15.4g, 15.1g. (6 pieces) £1000-1200 
 

Given to Admiral Sir Thomas Byam Martin (1773-1854), by William IV, on his retirement as Comptroller of the Fleet, 
a post he held from 1816 until the reorganisation of the Navy Baord in 1831.  During this period he was also MP for 
Plymouth.  Martin’s long and distinguished Naval career included action at Toulon (1794), in the West Indies in 1797, 
where he captured nine privateers infive months, and the defence of Riga in 1812. He was promoted admiral in 1830 and 
admiral of the Fleet in 1849.



3098	 William IV, London 1835, mark worn but probably J&J Aldous, three rounded bands on gun, 
hallmark and engraved leaves on keel, spiral end, barrel shaped buoy with anchors on ends, 
90mm, 14.1g. £200-250

3099	 Victoria, 1841?, maker H&T, Hilliard and Thomason, gun with three plain bands, keel decorated 
with engraved leaf motif and inscribed “HMS Gorgon 1841”, barrel shaped buoy with crowned 
anchors on ends, 130mm, 17.2g.  Split in keel along hallmarks repaired with lead solder. £180-220 
 
bought from the Hardcastle family, who were associated with the ship

3100	 Victoria, Birmingham 1845, maker George Unite, curved gun with three triple bands, plain keel 
with spiral end, barrel shaped buoy with crowned anchors on ends, 88mm, 15.1g.  Pawnbroker’s 
code scratched on keel. £180-220



3101	 Victoria, Birmingham 1845, maker George Unite, serpentine gun with three triple bands, keel 
with rim and engraved decoration, hallmark in cartouche, barrel shaped buoy with crowned 
anchors on ends, 98mm, 12.1g. £150-200

3102	 Victoria, Birmingham 1850, maker H&T, Hilliard and Thomason, short gun with three quadruple 
bands, plain keel with spiral end, hallmark, barrel shaped buoy with crowned anchor on ends, 
98mm, 19.5g.  Marks worn. £150-200

3103	 Victoria, Birmingham 1851, maker Y&W, Yapp & Woodward, curved gun with three quadruple 
bands, engraved leaf decoration on keel, barrel shaped buoy with crowned anchors on ends, 
132mm, 17.6g. £200-250



3104	 Victoria, Birmingham 1856, maker H&T, Hilliard and Thomason, curved gun with three triple 
bands, keel decorated with engraved thistles, barrel shaped buoy with crowned anchors on ends, 
133mm, 16.4g. Marks worn. £200-250

3105	 Victoria, Birmingham 1857, maker H&T, Hilliard and Thomason, curved gun with three triple 
bands, engraved leaf decoration on keel, barrel shaped buoy with crowned anchors on ends, 
98mm, 10.7g. £150-200

3106	 Victoria, 1859, maker George Unite, three triple bands on gun, keel with stippled decoration, 
spiral end and hallmarks, barrel shaped buoy with crowned anchors on ends, 92mm, 
14.3g. £150-200



3107	 Victoria, Birmingham 1859, maker J.T, serpentine gun with three broad quadruple bands, incised wave 
decoration and hallmarks on keel, spherical buoy with flattened ends, 128mm, 19.0g. £250-300 
 

bought Bourdon-Smith, September 1965

3108	 Victoria, Birmingham 1860, maker H&T, Hilliard and Thomason, serpentine gun with three 
triple bands, engraved leaf decoration on keel, barrel shaped buoy with crowned anchors on 
ends, 133mm, 16.5g. £200-250

3109	 Victoria, Birmingham, 1861, maker H&T, Hilliard and Thomason, serpentine gun with three 
triple bands, engraved leaf design on keel, hallmark in waisted cartouche, barrel shaped buoy 
with crowned anchors on ends, 137mm, 18.2g. £250-300



3110	 Victoria, Birmingham 1862, mark worn, maker AT?, three double bands on gun, leaf and bud 
design engraved on keel, hallmarks in cartouche, barrel shaped buoy with fouled anchors 
engraved on ends, 105mm, 14.5g. £240-280 
 

bought Bourdon-Smith, September 1965

3111	 Victoria, Birmingham 1862, maker H&T, Hilliard and Thomason, three triple bands on gun, 
engraved thistle design on keel, barrel shaped buoy with crowned anchors on ends, 138mm, 
18.3g. £300-350



3112	 Victoria, Set of four Calls, Birmingham 1863, 1864 (2), 1865, maker Henry Archer of Sheffield, curved 
gun with three quadruple bands, engraved leaf decoration on keel, spiral end, barrel shaped buoy 
with crowned anchors on ends, each 132mm, 15.3g, 20.4g, 20.8g, 22.1g.  (4 pieces) £1000-1200 
 

The turret ironclad HMS Captain, Captain High Talbot Burgoyne, was designed by Capt Cowper Phipps Coles RN, who 
commissioned these calls for the ship.  Captain was inspired by the USS Monitor and had a very low freeboard and two 
revolving iron gun turrets.  Her design was very controversial.  In 1866, Parliament voted a budget of £440,000 to build 
this experimental ship.  She was laid down in Laird’s Yard, Belfast, and commissioned in 1870.  On sea trial her freeboard 
was found to be six feet rather than the designed eight.  Her main armament was four 25 ton guns in the turrets.  Initially 
she performed well, despite concern over the low freeboard.  However, on 6th September 1870, while crossing Biscay with 
a squadron, she began to roll alarmingly in a gale .  Around 11pm she sank.  Only her gunner and eleven ratings survived.  
483 were lost, including Captains Coles and Burgoyne.  Presumably the calls were never issued as a result of this disaster.

3113	 Victoria, Birmingham 1864, maker George Unite, serpentine gun with three triple bands, keel 
with rim and engraved decoration, hallmark in cartouche, barrel shaped buoy with crowned 
anchors on ends, long twisted link silver chain, 93mm, 67.62g. £250-300



3114	 Victoria, Birmingham1864, maker George Unite, gun with three triple bands, keel with rim and 
engraved decoration, hallmark in cartouche, barrel shaped buoy with crowned anchors on ends, 
100mm, 12.5g. £200-250 
 

bought Shapland, September 1965

3115	 Victoria, Birmingham 1864, maker HA, curved gun with three triple bands, keel with rim and 
engraved decoration, spiral end, hallmark in cartouche, barrel shaped buoy with crowned 
anchors on ends, 140mm, 20.6g. £300-350

3116	 Victoria, London 1865, maker Roberts and Briggs, plain serpentine gun with three broad plain 
bands, plain keel with engraved cartouche, hallmarks, barrel shaped buoy with crowned anchors 
on ends, 131mm, 25.0g. £250-300



3117	 Victoria, Birmingham 1865, maker George White, curved gun with three triple bands, engraved 
leaf decoration on keel, J.M.A in cartouche, barrel shaped buoy with crowned anchors on ends, 
112mm, 16.5g. £150-200 
 

bought Bourdon-Smith, September 1965

3118	 Victoria, Sheffield 1865, maker HA, Atkin Brothers, serpentine gun with three plain bands, keel 
engraved with oakleaves and rose, buoy of oval section with bearded faces on ends, 130mm, 
26.1g. £300-400

3119	 Victoria, London 1865, maker WT over FP, straight gun with three incised bands, plain keel with 
small spirals at end, cylindrical buoy with incised crosses on ends, 93 mm, 12.8g. £200-250



3120	 Victoria, Birmingham 1865, maker HA, curved gun with three triple bands, keel with rim and 
engraved decoration, hallmark in cartouche, barrel shaped buoy with crowned anchors on ends, 
130mm, 15.2g. £250-300 
 

bought Terrier’s, September 1966

3121	 Victoria, Birmingham 1871, maker George Unite, curved gun with three triple bands, engraved 
wave design on keel, spiral end, barrel shaped buoy with crowned anchors on ends, 99mm, 
14.7g. £200-250

3122	 Victoria, Birmingham 1872, maker H&T, Hilliard and Thomason, gun with three double bands, 
keel with rim and engraved decoration, spiral end, hallmark in cartouche, barrel shaped buoy 
with crowned anchors on ends, 97mm, 10.2g. £150-200



3123	 Victoria, Birmingham 1872, maker H&T, Hilliard and Thomason, curved gun with three double 
bands, engraved keel with spiral end and hallmark in cartouche, barrel shaped buoy with 
crowned anchors on ends, 97mm, 9.7g. £150-200

3124	 Victoria, Birmingham 1872, maker H&T, Hilliard and Thomason, serpentine gun with three triple 
bands, engraved leaf decoration on keel, hallmark in waisted cartouche, barrel shaped buoy with 
crowned anchors on ends, 105mm, 15.2g. £250-300

3125	 Victoria, Sheffield 1872, maker SR over CB in square, curved gun with three double bands, plain 
keel with spiral end and hallmarks, barrel shaped buoy with crowned anchors on ends, 97mm, 
9.96g. £250-300



3126	 Victoria, Birmingham 1873, maker H&T, Hilliard and Thomason, serpentine gun with three triple 
bands, engraved leaf decoration on keel, spiral end, barrel shaped buoy with crowned anchors 
on ends, 115mm, 17.4g. £200-250

3127	 Victoria 1874, London maker WD, serpentine gun with three triple bands, plain keel with 
hallmarks and stamped JENNER & KNEWSTUB, 33 ST JAMES’S ST & 66, JERMYN ST, barrel shaped 
buoy with owner’s initials LMV de W on one end, 116mm, 33.6g. £250-300

3128	 Victoria, Birmingham 1875, maker H&T, Hilliard and Thomason, curved gun with three double 
bands, engraved keel with spiral end and hallmark in cartouche, barrel shaped buoy with 
crowned anchors on ends, 100mm, 13.0g. £150-200



3129	 Victoria, Birmingham 1875, maker George Unite, curved gun with three triple bands, engraved 
wave design on keel, spiral end, barrel shaped buoy with crowned anchors on ends, 88mm, 
13.8g. £200-250

3130	 Victoria, Birmingham 1877, maker H&T, Hilliard and Thomason, curved gun with three double 
bands, engraved keel with spiral end and hallmark in cartouche, barrel shaped buoy with 
crowned anchors on ends, 128mm, 17.8g. £250-300 
 

bought Bourdon-Smith, September 1965

3131	 Victoria, Birmingham 1877, maker H&T, Hilliard and Thomason, serpentine gun with three triple 
bands, leaf decoration and hallmarks in cartouche on keel, spherical buoy, 103mm. £200-250



3132	 Victoria, Birmingham 1880, maker George White, gun with three triple bands, engraved keel with 
spiral end, hallmark in cartouche, barrel shaped buoy with crowned anchors on ends, 88mm, 
12.9g. £150-200 
 

bought Bourdon-Smith, September 1965

3133	 Victoria, Birmingham 1883, maker H&T, Hilliard and Thomason, curved gun with three double 
bands, engraved keel with spiral end and hallmark in cartouche, barrel shaped buoy with 
crowned anchors on ends, 120mm, 16.1g.  Minor damage. £180-220

3134	 Victoria, Birmingham 1885, maker George Unite, curved gun with three triple bands, engraved 
waves on keel, barrel shaped buoy with crowned anchors on ends, 102mm, 16.6g. £180-220



3135	 Victoria, London 1886, maker WG, plain gun and keel, hallmarks, plain barrel shaped buoy, 
110mm, 21.4g. £200-250

3136	 Victoria, Birmingham, 1889, maker H&T, Hilliard and Thomason, gun with three plain bands, 
keel decorated with engraved leaf motif and faint WHW in script in cartouche, spherical buoy, 
118mm, 14.1g. £200-250

3137	 Victoria, Birmingham 1889, maker CC, curved gun with three triple bands, keel with ivy motif 
decoration and hallmarks, buoy, 125mm, 20.0g. £250-300



3138	 Victoria, Birmingham 1892, maker Geo Unite, gun with three triple bands, keel engraved with 
spiral pattern, barrel shaped buoy with crowned anchors on ends, 115mm, 16.1g. £200-250

3139	 Victoria, Birmingham 1893, no maker, short gun with three triple bands, decorated keel with 
hallmark in cartouche, spherical buoy, 95mm, 9.3g. £200-250

3140	 Victoria, London 1896, E & E Emanuel of Portsea, engraved “HMS Ardent 1897” below naval 
crown, presented to “Henry Farley, PO 1st, from KK”, plain flared gun, plain keel with rim and 
inscribed as above, also maker’s punch E&E EMANUEL 3 THE HARD PORTSEA in three lines, 
spherical buoy, 108mm, 20.2g. £300-400 
 

HMS Ardent was a 280 ton destroyer armed with one 12 pdr gun, five 6 pdrs and two torpedo tubes.  She was built at 
Chiswick in 1894 and was sold in 1911.



3141	 Victoria, London 1897, maker J.N.M, plain gun with two bands, plain keel with spiral end and 
hallmarks, cylindrical buoy with veiled bust of Queen Victoria on ends, 94mm, 16.8g. £250-300

3142	 Victoria, Birmingham 1899, maker H&T, Hilliard and Thomason, three triple bands on gun, 
engraved leaf design on keel, barrel shaped buoy with crowned anchors on ends, 93mm, 
18.7g. £180-220

3143	 Edward VII, Birmingham 1905, maker J.H & Co, serpentine gun with four double bands, keel 
with square punched border and hallmarks, barrel shaped buoy with crowned fouled anchors 
on ends, 118mm, 15.7g. £250-300



3144	 Edward VII, London 1908, Britannia mark, maker AWN in shield, serpentine gun with two plain 
bands, keel with garlands and hallmarks and spiral end, cylindrical buoy with engraved starfish 
on ends, 95mm, 17.5g. £200-250

3145	 George V, Chester 1912, maker T&S, gun with two plain bands, keel with stippled scroll decoration 
and hallmarks, cylindrical buoy with crowned anchors, 102mm, 9.4g. £150-200

3146	 Silver plated probably c1914, plain curved gun and keel, buoy, barrel shaped buoy with crowned 
anchors on ends, 100mm, 18.9g. £100-150



3147	 George V, Sheffield 1920, maker TB&S, with two plain bands, keel with stippled scroll decoration 
and hallmarks, barrel shaped buoy with anchors on ends, 135mm, 20.1g. £250-300

3148	 George V, Chester 1924, maker T&S, gun with two plain bands, plain keel with spiral ends, 
spherical buoy, 138mm, 25.7g. £200-250

3149	 Edward VIII, miniature calls (2, one gold, one silver), Birmingham 1936, JH & Co, plain 
gun, plain keel with hallmarks, spherical buoy with anchors on ends, each 48mm, 3.6g, 3.5g.  
(2pieces) £180-220



	 Undated	Calls

3150	 Gold Call, unmarked, c.1800, unmarked, three double bands on gun, decorative border on keel, 
with spiral end, George III 1/3-Guinea ends to cylindrical buoy, 124mm, 41.7g £800-1000

3151	 Brass Call, 18th Century, curved gun with two plain bands, keel with engraved decorative border, 
spherical buoy with rosette ends, 120mm, 36.7g. £100-150

3152	 Gold Call, unmarked, probably Georgian, three rope bands on gun, engraved Tudor rose design 
on keel, cylindrical buoy with anchors on ends, 115mm, 29.1g. £500-600



3153	 Small Gold Call, possibly Georgian, unmarked, short gun with two plain bands, keel with 
engraved leaves and spiral end, cylindrical buoy with fouled anchors on ends, 75mm, 
11.1g. £250-300

3154	 Silver Call c.1800, unmarked and undated, curved gun with four grooved bands, keel decorated 
with stippled lines, barrel shaped buoy with incised anchors on ends, 82mm, 11.2g. £150-200

3155	 Victorian, probably English, unmarked, short curved gun, keel with engraved decoration and 
inscribed “Sapphire” and “JA”, spherical buoy with crowned fouled anchors at sides, 85mm, 
17.6g. £300-400



3156	 Victorian, Gilt-base metal, no date, serpentine gun with two broad double bands, keel with 
engraved floral decoration, spherical buoy with incised broad arrows, 107mm, with long gilt 
base metal twisted link chain. £250-300

3157	 Victoria, unmarked, c.1880, short serpentine gun with four rope bands, keel in the form of flames 
emanating from the spherical buoy in the manner of a grenade, with gadrooned seam, 75mm, 
12.9g. £300-400

3158	 Silver-plated Call, plain curved gun, keel with floral decoration, barrel shaped buoy with anchors 
on ends, 100mm, with long twisted link chain. £150-200



3159	 Silver-plated Brass Call, c.1870, three double bands on gun, deep engraved decoration and 
plain cartouche on keel, spherical buoy with fouled anchors on ends, 121mm, 26.3g, with long 
brass twisted link chain and plaited and knotted twine lanyard. £200-240

	 Scottish	Calls

3160	 George III, Inverness, c.1810, maker J McR, John McRae, two plain bands on gun, plain keel with 
spiral end and hallmarks, cylindrical buoy with thistles on ends, 112mm, 21.8g. £400-500 
 

bought Ward, Edinburgh, December 1967



3161	 George III, Edinburgh 1815, maker GCC, two triple bands on gun, plain keel with spiral end and 
hallmarks, cylindrical buoy with thistles on ends, 112mm, 17.0g. £300-350

3162	 George III, Edinburgh 1815, maker GCC, two triple bands on gun, plain keel with spiral end and 
hallmarks, cylindrical buoy with thistles on ends, 115mm, 17.7g. £250-300

Lot 3162 
(part)



3163	 George III, A Pair of Calls, Edinburgh 1817, maker CD, Charles Dalgleish, and a stamp “WATSON”, 
two double bands on gun, plain keel with scroll ends and hallmarks, sperical buoy with pellet 
ends, 150mm, 31.3g, 32.6g.  (2 pieces) £500-750

3164	 George III, Dundee 1818, maker Alex Cameron, plain straight gun with two plain bands, 
plain keel with spiral end and hallmarks, cylindrical buoy with vine leaves on ends, 110mm, 
17.6g. £500-600

3165	 George IV, Edinburgh 1828, maker RK (possibly Robert Keay of Perth), gun with two plain bands, 
plain keel, barrel shaped buoy with anchors on ends, 120mm, 20.2g. £300-400



3166	 George IV, Edinburgh 1829, maker William Marshall, long serpentine gun with three triple bands, 
plain keel with hallmark, barrel shaped buoy, 165mm, 48.7g. £500-600

	 Irish	Calls

3167	 George III, Dublin 1812, maker Richard Sawyer, curved gun with three triple bands, plain keel 
with rim, spiral end, large hole, spherical buoy with flattened ends, 153mm, 34.9g. £400-500 
 

bought Bourdon-Smith, September 1965

3168	 George III, Dublin 1813, maker R.S, Richard Sawyer, two plain bands on gun, plain keel with 
spiral ends, cylindrical buoy with Irish harps on ends, 113mm, 15.5g. £350-400



3169	 George III, Dublin 1813, maker R.S, Richard Sawyer, two plain bands on gun, plain keel with 
spiral ends, cylindrical buoy with Irish harps on ends, 115mm, 18.6g. £300-350

3170	 George III, Dublin 1814, maker R.S, Richard Sawyer Jun., slender plain gun with two double 
bands, plain keel with spiral end, plain cylindrical buoy, 107mm, 13.9g. £250-300 
 

from collection of Admiral Alexander

3171	 Victoria, Dublin 1844, maker CD in rectangular punch with clipped corners, unlisted in Jackson/
Pickford, two triple bands on gun, plain keel with spiral end and hallmarks, spherical buoy, 
118mm, 23.1g. £300-400 
 

from collection of Admiral Alexander



	 American	Calls

3172	 American, marked “STERLING”, c.1820, of simple undecorated design with spherical buoy, 
140mm, 23.4g.  Buoy a little battered. £200-250 
 

bought Langford, Portslade, July 1966

3173	 American, marked “STERLING”, AE & CO, UTICA, N.Y in triangular stamp on keel, plain gun 
with mouthpiece, plain keel, spherical buoy, 140mm, 23.6g. £200-250 
 

ex Dick Ford Collection, Troy, Michigan, USA

3174	 Unmarked, probably American c.1900, a simple design with plain gun, narrow plain keel and 
spherical buoy, 100mm, 14.8g. £180-220



3175	 American, Gold (unmarked), two rope bands on gun, pierced quatrefoils on keel, cylindrical 
buoy with inset Gold Dollars 1853 on either side, 152mm, 29.0g. £500-700

	 French	Calls

3176	 Continental, possibly French, c.1800, long serpentine gun with bands, keel with stippled 
decoration, plain spherical buoy with caps, 175mm, 30.9g. £200-300 
 

bought Bourdon-Smith, September 1965

3177	 French, early 19th Century, Napoleonic, slightly curved gun with six bands, keel engraved with 
bamboo leaf design, spherical buoy, 130mm, 20.5g. £250-300



3178	 French, Paris 1819, swan mark on link, long straight gun, long dragon with looped tail holding 
spherical buoy in its mouth, 188mm, 320mm chain, 69.4g. £400-600

3179	 French, Paris 1819, straight plain gun, plain keel with two hallmarks, cylindrical buoy, 125mm, 
13.5g. £150-200

3180	 French, c.1880 by HC, silver mark 2nd Standard mark, 1838, short broad gun with mouthpiece, 
plain keel, spherical buoy decorated with incised cross, long fine chain, 100mm, 27.4g. £150-200 
 

bought Bourdon-Smith, September 1965



	 German	Calls

3181	 Germany, A Pair of Calls, Hamburg 1820, silver-gilt, two plain bands on gun, hallmarks on plain 
keel with double spiral end, spherical buoy, each 148mm, 32.3g, 30.5g.  Gilding a little worn.  (2 
pieces) £600-800

3182	 Germany, Hamburg 1864, city mark and date D (1864), serpentine gun with two plain bands, 
plain keel with hallmarks, cylindrical buoy with spread eagle on ends, 145mm, 34.6g.  Details 
worn. £200-300

	 Russian	Calls

3183	 Russia 1856, marked M (Moscow), and Russian chain, straight gun with three double bands, 
plain keel with hallmarks, worn, spherical buoy, 95mm, with long twist link silver chain, 67.2g.  
Marks weak. £200-300



3184	 Russia, Tula marked “84” and dated 1872, gun with three bands, plain keel with hallmark, 
spherical buoy, 130mm, 26.5g. £300-400

3185	 Russia, Moscow 1890, slightly curved gun with three bands, plain keel with spiral end and 
hallmark, plain spherical buoy, 122mm, 25.7g. £250-300

3186	 Russia, Tula marked “84” and dated 1893, maker NA, plain straight gun, plain keel with 
hallmarks, fluted spherical buoy, 124mm, 28.4g. £300-400



3187	 Russia 1854, Five Calls, short curved gun with bands, plain keel with hallmark, spherical buoy, 
each 105mm, 16.7g, 14.0g, 13.6g, 16.4g, 14.8g. (5 pieces) £1200-1500

	 Swedish	Calls

3188	 Swedish, probably 1901 and made as a commemorative piece, gold double bands on gun, 
engraved lozenges and filigree tail to keel, barrel shaped buoy with Gold 1-Krone piece of Oscar 
II on each side, 135mm, 28.7g. £400-600

3189	 Swedish, no date, no mark, plain gun, keel decorated with fouled anchors and coils of 
cordage, filigree end, buoy of hexagonal shape with applied fouled anchors on ends, 104mm, 
19.9g. £300-400



	 Others

3190	 Chinese, mid-19th Century, a short gun with four plain bands, cross hatched decoration on keel 
and two stamped Chinese characters, spherical buoy, 90mm, 9.01g. £200-240

3191	 Chinese, probably mid-19th century, four triple bands on gun, keel with cross hatched design, 
barrel shaped buoy with incised fouled anchors on ends, 93mm, 10.3g. £180-220

3192	 Continental, probably early 19th Century French, or possibly of Oriental origin from French Indo-
China, long straight gun, long dragon with looped tail holding spherical buoy in its mouth, short 
double-ring link chain, 200mm, 74.8g. £400-600 
 

bought Bourdon-Smith, September 1965



3193	 Italian, Naples, late 18th Century, mark female head and N, 8 below, plain curved gun, keel 
decorated with crowned anchor with crossed cannon and chevron pattern, engraved script CP 
on one side, spherical buoy with raised target ends, 135mm, 31.7g. £200-300

3194	 Portuguese, Gold Call, 1855, curved gun with four bands, keel engraved with two reclining 
mermaids each side, filigree spiral end, barrel shaped buoy with Pedro V Gold 1000-Reis 1855 
coins at ends, 127mm, 30.7g. £600-800

3195	 possibly Spanish, late 18th or early 19th Century (no 11 B-S list), serpentine gun with five plain 
bands, keel formed of figure of eight wire loops, spherical buoy with incised sunburst design, 
110mm, 45.15g. £200-300



3196	 Miniature Call, probably a toy, unmarked, three incised bands on gun, stippled decoration on 
keel, spherical buoy with pellets on ends, 42mm, 3.0g. £40-60 
 

bought Parker Galleries, December, 1965

3197	 Miniature Call in Gold, unmarked, two raised bands on gun, hatched decoration on keel, spherical 
buoy, 36mm, 2.7g. £40-60

3198	 Miniature Silver Call, probably George III, no mark, curved gun with two double raised bands, 
engraved decoration on keel, plain barrel shaped buoy, 51mm, 4.9g. £40-60

	 Other	Nautical	Antiques

3199	 A German Marine Chronometer by Chronometerwerke Wempe, Hamburg, c.1930, serial 
no.5131, the two day movement with a white dial enclosed in a Bakelite bowl and 
gimballed in a traditional three tier glazed polished wood case, 185mm wide x 185mm 
deep x 190mm high, the gimball ring also of Bakelite.  Complete with key and in good working 
order, the case restored. £200-300 
 

Chronometerwerke Wempe was founded in 1905 with the intention of making the German Marine independent 
of British chronometer makers, who had a virtual supply monopoly Worldwide..  The business continues as a 
maker of top quality timepieces.



  
Lot 3199

3200	 A bosun’s Fid carved from walrus tusk, early 18th Century, 310mm long, trimmed to a seven-
sided shape, the butt end carved with an anchor and the initials IS.  In good condition with a fine 
patina. £300-400 
 

an important tool at sea in the days of sail, used fo splicing rope



_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

	 MILITARY	MEDALS

	 A	Collection	of	Medals	Relating	to	The	Scots	Guards
 Purchased during the 1920s and 1930s

3201	 MILITARY GENERAL SERVICE MEDAL, 1793-1814, single clasp, Egypt (J.	Gould,	3rd	Foot	Gds.) 
officially impressed. About extremely fine. £700-800 
 

John Gould was born in the parish of St Mary’s in Dorset, Somerset, and having worked for some time as a labourer, 
enlisted at Bath on 20th April 1797 at the age of twenty and served his regiment for twenty-one years, noted as a soldier 
of good conduct. Sold with copies of his service papers.  
bought James Crighton, October 1925

3202	 MILITARY GENERAL SERVICE MEDAL, 1793-1814, 5 clasps, Talavera, Busaco, Ciudad Rodrigo, 
Salamanca, Vittoria (J.	Middlehurst,	3rd	Foot	Guards) officially impressed. A couple of edge bruises, 
good very fine. £1400-1800 
 

John Middlehurst was born in the parish of Windle, Lancashire and enlisted at the age of twenty-four having worked 
previously as a stonemason. He served his regiment for almost thirteen years and was discharged at the age of thirty-
three. Sold with a copy of his service papers.   
bought Spink, November 1924



 
                                       3203                                                                                   3204

3203	 MILITARY GENERAL SERVICE MEDAL, 1793-1814, single clasp, Nive (F.	 Poultney,	 3rd	 Foot	
Guards) officially impressed. Very fine, with a few edge knocks. £500-600 
 

Francis Poultney was born in the parish of Asley in Worcestershire and enlisted in London at the age of eighteen, having 
previously worked as a wheelwright. He served his regiment for just over six years and was noted as a soldier of good 
conduct. Sold with a copy of his service papers.   
bought James Crighton, September 1925

3204	 WATERLOO MEDAL, 1815, with original steel clip and ring suspension (John	Oulcott,	2nd	Batt.	
3rd	Reg.	Guards.) officially impressed. About extremely fine, attractively toned.  £1200-1500 
 

John Oulcott was born in the parish of Burslem, Staffordshire and having worked as a brick-maker, enlisted for service at 
Knightsbridge, Middlesex, on 6th December 1813 at a relatively late age at thirty-three. He served his regiment for almost 
nineteen years, and was his conduct was noted as ‘that of a good and efficient soldier, trustworthy and sober.’ Sold with 
several useful copies of his service papers.  
bought Spink, November 1926

  

3205	 WATERLOO MEDAL, 1815, with replacement silver clip, ring and bar suspension (Daniel	
Hattral,	2nd	Batt.	3rd	Reg.	Guards.)	officially impressed. Good fine. £700-900 
 

Daniel Hattral was born in the Parish of Lewis in Sussex, and enlisted at Bow, Middlesex on 25th September 1813 at 
the age of 18. He served his regiment for almost fourteen and a half years, and was noted as a soldier of good general 
conduct. Sold with a copy of his service papers.   
bought Spink, November 1926



   
                                        3206                                                                                    3207

3206	 CRIMEA MEDAL, 1854, single clasp, Sebastopol (T.	Mace.	Fusileer	Guards.) officially impressed. 
Attractively toned, extremely fine.  £180-220 
 

T Mace enlisted on 11th December 1848, and was also present at Balaklava. He died on 14th March 1855  
bought Spink, November 1929

3207	 CRIMEA MEDAL, 1854, 4 clasps, Alma, Balaklava, Inkermann, Sebastopol (R.	Bradley.	1st	Btn.	
Scots	Fslr	Gds)	officially impressed. Toned, good very fine. £800-1000 
 

R Bradley enlisted on 20th May 1854 and was discharged on 5th November 1856  
bought Baldwin’s, January 1938

3208	 EGYPT MEDAL, 1882, single clasp, Tel-el-Kebir (2644,	Pte.	W.	Brown,	1/Scots	Gds) engraved. 
Attractively toned, extremely fine. £150-200 
 

Private Brown enlisted on 26th January 1871, and was discharged on 28th January 1883  
bought Spink, November 1937



                                         3209                                                                                  3211

3209	 EGYPT MEDAL, undated, single clasp, Suakin 1885 (6247,	 Pte.	 J.	 Anderson.	 2/Scots	 Gds) 
engraved. About extremely fine. £150-200 
 

Private Anderson enlisted on 24th March 1884, and was discharged on 3rd September 1901. He also was awarded a Queen’s 
South Africa medal with 4 clasps: Belfast, Cape Colony, OFS and South Africa 1901  
bought Baldwin’s, December 1937

3210	 KHEDIVE’S STAR, 1882 (S.	Gds.	5125) officially impressed. About extremely fine.  £50-70

3211	 QUEEN’S SOUTH AFRICA MEDAL, 1899-1902, 2nd Type with ghost dates, 3 clasps, Cape Colony, 
Transvaal, Wittebergen (7775	Pte.	J.	Lindsay.	Scots	Gds) engraved. Extremely fine. £70-90 
 

Private Lindsay enlisted on 10th September 1887, and was discharged on 9th September 1903. He also was awarded a 
King’s South Africa Medal with 1901 and 1902 clasps  
Bought from a small shop on the High Street, Edinburgh, January 1923. The collector’s first medal.

3212	 QUEEN’S SOUTH AFRICA MEDAL, 1899-1902, 2nd Type, 5 clasps, Cape Colony, Driefontein, 
Johannesburg, Diamond Hill, Belfast (29007	 Pte.	 S.	 Webb,	 Scots	 Gds:)	 officially impressed. 
Extremely fine. £100-120 
 

bought Spink, November 1937



3213	 KING’S SOUTH AFRICA MEDAL, 1901-1902, 2 clasps, 1901 and 1902 (8641	Pte	W.	Somerville,	
Scots	Guards.) officially impressed. Good very fine or better. £40-60 
 

bought Baldwin’s, November 1938

3214	 1914-15 STAR (7699	 Sjt:W.	 V.	 Payne.	 S.Gds.) officially impressed. A few scratches to reverse, 
otherwise extremely fine. £40-60 
 

bought Baldwin’s, July 1939

3215	 GENERAL SERVICE MEDAL, 1918-1962, single clasp, Palestine (2695272	Gdsmn.	R.	Munro.	S.	
Gds.) officially impressed. Unevenly toned, extremely fine. £60-80 
 

bought Baldwin’s, June 1955

3216	 GENERAL SERVICE MEDAL, 1918-1962, single clasp, Malaya (2703950	Gd	Sm.	G.	Spence.	S.G.) 
officially impressed. A few contact marks in obverse field, otherwise toned extremely fine. £40-60

     
                                       3217                                                                                    3218

3217	 ARMY LONG SERVICE AND GOOD CONDUCT MEDAL, 1830-1831, 1st type with steel clip and 
small ring suspension (*James	.	.	.	.	.	ell.	Scots	Fusilier	.	.	.	.1833.*)	officially impressed. Some edge 
bruising, overall wear and significant marks to reverse, good fine.  £600-700

3218	 ARMY LONG SERVICE AND GOOD CONDUCT MEDAL, 1874-1901, 2nd type with swivelling 
scroll suspension and small lettering (3123	Willm	Laurie	Scots	Fusr	Gds.) officially impressed. 
Some contact marks to reverse, otherwise very fine. £70-90 
 

bought Spink, February 1946

3219	 Pair	 to Private	W	Harding,	Scots	Guards, Queen’s South Africa Medal, 1899-1902, 2nd Type 
with ghost dates, 6 clasps, Belmont, Modder River, Driefontein, Johannesburg, Diamond 
Hill, Belfast, Kings South Africa Medal, 1901-1902, 2 clasps, 1901 and 1902, both officially 
impressed (8933 Pte. W. Harding, Scots Guards:). Some edge bruising, with contact marks to 
obverse fields, about very fine. £150-200 
 

bought Baldwin’s, June 1938



Lot 3219

3220	 Pair	to	Private	T	Foley,	Scots	Guards,	British War Medal 1914-1920, with Victory Medal, 1914-
1919, (both: 7211 Pte. T. Foley. S. Gds.) officially impressed. First toned very fine, second about very 
fine with some scratches to obverse. £20-40 
 

bought Baldwin’s, January 1948

	 Gallantry	Singles

		
                                       3221                                                                                    3222

3221	 DISTINGUISHED CONDUCT MEDAL, George V, 1st type (19099	Gnr:	W.	Adcock.	94/	Bde:	R.	F.	
A.) officially impressed. Lightly polished, good very fine or better. £600-700 
 

London Gazette, 15th March 1916, citation reads: “Gunner W. Adcock, Headquarters, 94th Brigade, Royal Field Artillery. 
For conspicuous gallantry on several occasions when mending telephone wires under heavy rifle and shell fire.

3222	 MILITARY MEDAL, George V, 1916-1930 (42409	 Pte	 T.	 Spencer.	 15/	 Durh.	 L.I.) officially 
impressed. Extremely fine. £300-350 
 

London Gazette, 18th June 1917.



   
                                         3223                                                                                  3224

3223	 MILITARY MEDAL, George V, 1916-1930 (34185	Pte	S.	Lewis.	8/	S.	Lanc.	R.) officially impressed. 
Edge knock to reverse, otherwise good very fine with attractive toning. £300-350 
 

London Gazette, 16th August, 1917. Sold with copy of MM MIC.

3224	 MILITARY MEDAL, George V, 1916-1930 (16966	Pte	H.	Hughes.	2/	Linc.	R.) officially impressed. 
Edge knocks to obverse, good fine, reverse better.  £300-350 
 

London Gazette, 23rd February 1918. Sold with copy of MM MIC.

  
                                        3225                                                                                   3226

3225	 MILITARY MEDAL, George V, 1916-30 (201675	Pte	T.	R.	Wright	1/	Camb:	R.) officially impressed. 
Edge nick and slight bruise to obverse, some surface marks, about very fine and scarce to unit.  £350-400

3226	 MILITARY MEDAL, George V, 1916-30 (44670	Cpl	-	L.	Sjt	–	C.	Smith.	8	/	R.	Berks	:	R) officially 
impressed. A few contact marks in obverse field, toned, otherwise about extremely fine. £350-400 
 

Christopher Smith was born in Liverpool, New South Wales, Australia. He enlisted at Warwick, and served formerly as 209698 
with Royal Warwickshire Regiment. He was later transferred to the 8th Battalion Royal Berkshire Regiment with whom he won 
the MM. He died of wounds received on the 12th November, 1918. Sold with copy of MM MIC and partial letter.



     
                                        3227                                                                                    3228

3227	 MILITARY MEDAL, George V, 1916-30 (63425	Sapr	C.	Dyster.	70/	F.	Coy	R.	E.) officially impressed. 
Toned extremely fine.  £200-250 
 

London Gazette, 13th March 1918. Sold with copy of MM MIC, stating that he arrived in France on 31st March 1915, and 
was awarded a WWI Pair.

3228	 MILITARY MEDAL, George V, 1916-30 (65312	L.	Cpl.	J.	Sharp.	3/	M.G.C.) officially impressed. 
Some edge knocks, very fine. £300-350 
 

From Brownlow Hill, Liverpool. Sold with copy of MM MIC. 

   
                                          3229                                                                                   3231

3229	 ARMY MERITORIOUS SERVICE MEDAL, George V, swivel suspension (32424	Pte	–	A.	Cpl	–	R.	
V.	Peake.	27/	F.A.	R.A.M.C.) officially impressed. Some scratches obverse left field, otherwise toned 
good very fine or better. £120-150

3230	 ARMY MERITORIOUS SERVICE MEDAL, George V, swivel suspension (15076	Sjt	C.	E.	Kemp.	
R.F.A.) officially impressed. Cleaned, possibly having been previously lacquered, very fine.  £120-150

3231	 ARMY MERITORIOUS SERVICE MEDAL, George VI, non-swivel suspension (25065	 Sjt.	 F.	
Gardner.	R.	E.) officially impressed. Uneven toning, good very fine or better.  £200-250



	 Gallantry	Groups

3232	 Great	War	Distinguished	Conduct	Medal	group	of	3	to	Company	Sergeant-Major	J	Bullen, 
2nd	Battalion,	 8th	 Lancashire	 Fusiliers, comprising: Distinguished Conduct Medal, George 
V (305053 C. S. Mjr: J. Bullen. 2/8 Lanc. Fus: - T. F.), British War Medal and Victory Medals, 
1914-1919 (2. Lieut. J. Bullen.), all officially impressed and mounted for display. Group very 
fine perhaps better. (3) £1500-1800 
 
CSM Bullen was born in Kidderminster, 1882, and following his education at local schools in Kidderminster and 
Salford, spent some time as an electrical fitter before joining the 8th Battalion of the Lancashire Fusiliers in December 
1912, aged 29. As a cadet in Military school, he was considered a cadet of some potential. One superior officer noted that 
whilst Bullen needed “…a good deal of rousing…if he exerts himself he should be an efficient platoon commander.” 
He remained in home service until he was called to serve in the B.E.F. on the 1st of March 1917. It was whilst in 
Flanders that CSM Bullen, in action on the 9th of October 1917 during the Third Battle of Ypres, showed his valour.  
 

CSM Bullen’s official DCM citation reads: “For conspicuous gallantry and devotion to duty in charge of one of the 
most forward positions. When his party were reduced by casualties he went out, regardless of machine gun fire, 
and gathered up a few more men and held on to the post until relieved.”  
 

This group is sold with useful documentation, including copies of his citation mentioned in the London Gazette (6th 
of February, 1918), various service records and interesting relevant excerpts taken from “The Lancashire Fusiliers, 
1914-1918”.



3233	 A	 Great	 War	 Distinguished	 Conduct	 Medal	 group	 of	 four	 to	 Sergeant.	 A	 J	 Sheldon,	 F	
Company,	 Royal	 Engineers,	 comprising: Distinguished Conduct Medal, George V, 1st type 
(95183 Cpl A. J. Sheldon. 156/ F. Coy R.E), 1914-15 Star (Spr), British War and Victory Medals, 
1914-1919 (Sjt), all officially impressed. Good very fine. (4) £800-1200 
 

London Gazette, 13th February 1917 reads: “At a critical time he assisted to collect a party of sappers and infantry and 
drove off an enemy attack, and later, organized working parties under heavy fire.” Sold with relevant photocopies.

           

3234	 A	Second	World	War	Distinguished	Flying	Cross	and	Bar	group	of	5	to	Squadron	Leader	J	M	
Garlick,	97th	Squadron,	Royal	Air	Force (formerly a Lt. in the Royal Northumberland Fusiliers), 
comprising: Distinguished Flying Cross and Bar, 1939-1945 Star, Air Crew Europe Star, Defence 
Medal and War Medal 1939-45. DFC in original box of issue (1943) officially impressed with bar 
separate, group unnamed and mounted for display. All about extremely fine. (5) £3000-3500 
 

John Munroe Garlick was born in 1901 at Larkhall, Lanarkshire. His father, also John Munroe Garlick, was killed as a 
lieutenant in the Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders in the last year of the Great War. He was educated at Dollar Academy, 
and gained a scholarship for Oriel College, Oxford, and was about to go there after taking his degree at Edinburgh 
University at the outbreak of the Second World War. He was originally commissioned to the Northumberland Fusiliers, 
and was wounded in France during the operations which preceded the evacuation at Dunkirk. He then transferred to the 
RAF, and became a highly valued pilot.   
 

Squadron Leader Garlick’s official citation for the DFC, awarded 11th August 1942, reads: “ Pilot-Officer John Munro 
Garlick, No. 12 Squadron, has taken part in attacks on a wide range of targets, including most of the heavily defended 
areas. He invariably shows the greatest determination to press home his attack whatever the opposition. His fearlessness 
and devotion to duty have set an excellent example.”  
 

Squadron Leader Garlick was killed during a major Pathfinder Force Group offensive on Berlin on 2/3rd December 1943. 
His Lancaster was severely damaged by a night fighter attack, and having kept the plane steady long enough for five 
of his crew to bale out, he and Flight Sergeant Edwards (the rear gunner) went down with their plane near Kiel. He is 
mentioned in Jennie Gray’s “Fire by Night” as “one of the squadron’s most highly valued pilots”.   
 

This lot is sold with a file of relevant information and research, an original letter from a relative regarding his death, 
regimental insignia and a large POW dogtag given as a gift of thanks from crewmember A G Boyd, and J M Garlick’s 
personal, engraved dress watch.



3235	 A	Second	World	War	MM	group	of	six	to Corporal	R	B	Litchfield, 23rd	Battallion,	2nd	New	
Zealand	Expeditionary	Force, comprising: Military Medal, George VI, 1938-1948 (72670 Pte. 
R. B. Litchfield 2 NZEF 45), 1939-1945 Star, Italy Star, Defence Medal, War Medal 1939-1945, 
and New Zealand Service Medal 1939-1945, group of 5 mounted loose style for wearing, MM 
separate, MM officially impressed, group unnamed. Military medal extremely fine, group very 
fine or better. (6)  £1500-2000 
 

Russell Bruce Litchfield, born 1917, was an officer in ‘C’ Company of the 2NZEF’s (2nd New Zealand Expeditionary Force) 
23rd Battalion. Having served in Fiji for 2 years, he left New Zealand for active service in the Middle East and Italy in 
March 1944. It was during his time in Italy that he earned his Military Medal for bravery in the field:  
Corporal Litchfield’s official MM citation reads: “On the night of the 14th/15th December, 1944, Private Litchfield’s 
platoon was leading in the attack on to Route 9 near Celle, Italy, and was pinned down by an enemy machine-gun post 
on the flank. On his own initiative and without being so directed, this soldier immediately set about stalking the post, 
moving over bullet-swept ground and through the heaviest of shellfire with complete disregard for his personal safety. 
He engaged the post with accurate fire from his rifle as he worked his way forward until he was close enough to charge 
it on his own and force the surviving two enemy to surrender. His prompt and fearless action enabled his platoon to 
maintain the impetus of the advance and saved them casualties.   
“Through the action Private Litchfield displayed initiative and a complete disregard for his personal safety. His officers 
and NCOs acclaim him as an example and inspiration to all.”  
Sold with a copy of his official citation and certificate for his award of the MM, a hand-signed photograph dated 01/05/42, 
a photocopied contemporary newspaper clipping recording his feats, 2 military pay books, photocopies of his official 
military records, and his funeral service sheet.

   



3236	 A	 Nepalese	 Second	 World	 War	 MM	 group	 of	 5	 to	 Rifleman	 S	 B	 Khandka, Mahindra	 Dal	
Regiment,	Nepalese	Contingent, comprising: Military Medal, George V, 1916-1930 (955 Rfmn S. 
B. Khandka M Dal Regt),	Nepali Bravery Medal, 1939-45 Star, Burma Star, War Medal, Military 
Medal officially impressed, others unnamed. Group good very fine or better, rare. (5) £2000-2500 
 

Mentioned in the London Gazette 12th July 1945 as having been awarded the Military Medal, for bravery in the Assam/
Burma conflict.

3237	 A	“North	Russian”	MM	Group	of	three	to	Corporal	Wilfred	G	Wass,	Royal	Engineers,	comprising: 
Military Medal, George V, 1916-1930 (Wr – 204963 Cpl W. G. Wass. R. E.), British War Medal and 
Victory Medals, 1914-1919 (A. Cpl) all officially impressed Group very fine, rare. (3) £400-600 
 

London Gazette, January 1920, Archangel command. Sold with copies of MM award papers, and of London Gazette.   
ex DNW December 2002

3238	 MM	group	of	four	to	Acting	Sergeant	J	McNab	1st	Battalion,	9th	 (Glasgow)	Highland	Light	
Infantry,	TF,	comprising: Military Medal, George V, 1916-1930 (1797 A. Sjt: J. Macnab. 1/9 Hig: L. 
I.–T. F.), 1914 Star (1797 Pte J. Mc Nab. 9/High L. I.), British War and Victory Medals, 1914-1919 
(1797 Sjt. J. Macnab. High. L.I.) all officially impressed. About extremely fine. (4) £350-400

3239	 MM	 group	 of	 three	 to	 Private	 W	 Watts,	 51st	 (Highland)	 Battalion	 Machine	 Gun	 Corps, 
comprising: Military Medal, George V, 1916-1930 (90270 Pte W. Watts. 51/(H) Bn: M. G. C.), 
British War and Victory Medals (90270 Pte W. Watts. 51 M. G. C.) all officially impressed. Military 
Medal toned, extremely fine, pair about extremely fine.  £350-400

3240	 MM	group	of	three	to	Private	Alfred	R	Ford,	2nd	Battalion	Worcester	Regiment,	comprising: 
Military Medal, George V, 1916-1930 (44360 Pte A. R. Ford. 2/Worc: R.), British War and Victory 
Medals (31640 Pte. A. R. Ford. Devon. R.) all officially impressed. Military Medal good very fine or 
better, pair about extremely fine. £500-600 
 

London Gazette, 14th May 1919, stating his hometown as Plymouth. Awarded his MM during active service in France, lot 
sold with relevant copy of LG, and WWI & MM MIC.



	 Campaign	Singles

							
                                       3241                                                                                      3242

3241	 MILITARY GENERAL SERVICE MEDAL, 1793-1814, 11 clasps, Vimiera, Corunna, Busaco, Fuentes 
D’Onor, Ciudad Rodrigo, Badajoz, Salamanca, Vittoria, Pyrenees, Nive, Toulouse (Wm	Kelly,	43rd	
Foot),	officially impressed. A unique clasp combination for this regiment, good very fine. £3500-4000 
 

William Kelly is first mentioned in the musters of the Cumberland Militia on February 20th 1808 as ‘a newly enrolled 
man’. Having spent around a month in Hull, he volunteered to serve with the 2nd Btn. 43rd Foot on April 20th 1808. Shortly 
afterwards on July 16th, the 2nd/43rd and the 2nd/52nd sailed from Kent to the Iberian Peninsula, landing at Peniche on 
August 19th of July. Only two days later, William Kelly saw his first action in the Battle of Vimiera, where his battalion 
sustained 120 casualties. He spent much of the next six years heavily involved in numerous campaigns throughout Spain, 
Portugal and France in pursuit of the retreating French Army. He was noted as ‘sick’ or possibly injured several times, and 
was notably absent for this reason during his regiment’s famous display as part of Moore’s Rearguard towards Corunna 
on December 30th 1808. He returned to the Peninsula some four months later. Upon the culmination of the Peninsular War 
at the Battle of Toulouse, William Kelly fought in America during the attack on the Crescent Battery, New Orleans, but 
then returned to England on the June 1st 1815. His regiment then went in small craft to join with the Netherlands, reaching 
Ghent on June 19th, the day after the Battle of Waterloo, and marched to Paris as part of the occupying army. Following 
time at Valenciennes and Cambrai, William Kelly was discharged in Belfast, 6th November 1818.  
Nine 11-clasp MGS medals were awarded to the 43rd, and this clasp combination is unique to the regiment.

3242	 MILITARY GENERAL SERVICE MEDAL, 1793-1914, 9 clasps, Vimiera, Corunna, Ciudad 
Rodrigo, Badajoz, Salamanca, Vittoria, Nivelle, Nive, Toulouse (Hugh	 Hughes,	 43rd	 Foot), 
officially impressed, one of only three members of this regiment with this clasp combination. 
About very fine, with several edge-knock. £3000-3500 
 

Hugh Hughes was a volunteer from the Caernarvon Militia, who joined the 2nd Btn. 43rd Foot on October 2nd 1807. As 
above, on July 16th, the 2nd/43rd and the 2nd/52nd sailed from Kent to the Iberian Peninsula, landing at Peniche on August 
19th of July. Only two days later, Hugh Hughes saw his first action in the Battle of Vimiera, where his battalion sustained 
120 casualties. He spent much of the next six years heavily involved in numerous campaigns throughout Spain, Portugal 
and France in pursuit of the retreating French Army, and was present during his regiment’s famous display as part of 
Moore’s Rearguard towards Corunna on December 30th 1808. Upon the culmination of the Peninsular War at the Battle of 
Toulouse, Hugh Hughes was discharged on October 26th 1814.   
 

Thirty-five 9-clasp MGS medals were awarded to the Monmouth Light Infantry, and three with this combination of 
clasps, the other awarded to Sergeants W. Pardoe and J. Knox.   
 

ex Jay [Centurion] Collection  
ex James’s, Norwich 1987  
ex Spink, September 2001



      
                                       3243                                                                                    3244

3243	 MILITARY GENERAL SERVICE MEDAL, 1793-1814, 6 clasps, Badajoz, Salamanca, Vittoria, 
Pyrenees, Orthes, Toulouse (W.	Chapman,	52nd	Foot), officially impressed. About very fine, with 
evidence of brooch mounting.  £1500-2000 
 

Born in York, in the Parish of Bladesbury c.1792, William Chapman was a volunteer from the North Yorkshire Militia, 
who joined the 2nd Btn. 52nd Foot at Maidstone, January 13th 1810, aged 18. He is noted as being 5’4’’ tall, with a fresh 
complexion, oval visage, hazel eyes and brown hair. He left Portsmouth on January 26th, arriving in Lisbon on March 6th 
1811 at the start of the Peninsula War. Despite being troubled with recurring illness, William Chapman was involved in 
a number of campaigns in Portugal, Spain and France. He was discharged on February 2nd 1817.  
 

Thirty-seven 6-clasp MGS medals were awarded to the Ox & Bucks Light Infantry, and two were awarded with this 
combination of clasps, the other awarded to Private J Riley.

3244	 WATERLOO MEDAL, 1815, with original steel clip and large ring suspension (James	Smith.	
Gun	.	.	.	.	Royal	Foot	Artillery) this medal has been rather crudely renamed,	manipulated and 
impressed. Otherwise good fine. £150-200

    
                                        3245                                                                                    3246

3245	 PUNJAB MEDAL, 1848-1849, 2 clasps, Goojerat, Chilianwala (W.	Lea,	2nd	Eur.	Regt) officially 
impressed. Extremely fine. £500-600

3246	 INDIA GENERAL SERVICE MEDAL, 1854-1895, single clasp, Burma 1885-7 (911	Private	Alfred	
Roach.	1st	Hampshire	Regt.) engraved. About extremely fine. £120-150



3247	 CRIMEA MEDAL, 1854, no clasp (Mr	N.	Taylor	.	.	.	.	.		Commist	Dept) depot impressed. Some 
edge bruising and significant contact marks to both sides, good fine or better.  £80-120 
 

Sold with copy WO100/34 confirming no clasp issue and entitlement to Sebastopol clasp, but no receipt recorded.

3248	 CRIMEA MEDAL, 1854, single clasp, Sebastopol (1449.	George.	Pearcy.	2.	Battn	1st	Royal) depot 
impressed. Polished, good very fine.  £150-200

  
                                        3249                                                                                    3250

3249	 CRIMEA MEDAL, 1854, single clasp, Sebastopol (2450	Pte	Martin	Connor	21st	R.	N.	B.	Fusiliers) 
depot impressed. Some edge bruising, nicks and contact marks, good fine. £150-200

3250	 CRIMEA MEDAL, 1854, single clasp, Sebastopol (J.	Lewis.	Gunner.	Rl	Arty.) officially impressed. 
Ex brooch mount and cleaning, good fine. £200-250 
 

London Gazette, 31st August 1955, slightly wounded at Sebastopol.

     
                                        3251                                                                                    3252

3251	 CRIMEA MEDAL, 1854, single clasp, Alma (G.	Harris.	1st	Batn.	Rifle	Bde.) officially impressed. 
An edge bruise to reverse, otherwise about extremely fine. £80-120

3252	 CRIMEA MEDAL, 1854, single clasp, Sebastopol (S.	 Singer.	 1st	 Batn.	 Rifle	 Bde.) officially 
impressed. Some edge bruising and contact marks, about very fine. £150-200

3253	 CRIMEA MEDAL, 1854, single clasp, Sebastopol (Bombardier,	Alfred	Mason,	A.	Battery	RA) 
engraved. Ex brooch mount with deep digs below bust, fine.  £100-120



 
                                        3254                                                                                    3256

3254	 INDIAN MUTINY MEDAL, 1857-1858, single clasp, Central India (Michl	 Lane,	 88th	 Regt) 
officially impressed. Minor edge nicks, good very fine. £300-350

3255	 INDIA MUTINY MEDAL, 1857-58, no clasp (J.	Burman.	1st	Bn	13th	Lt	Infy) officially impressed. 
Some wear, otherwise good very fine. £150-200

3256	 INDIA MUTINY MEDAL, 1857-1858, single clasp, Central India (Sepoy	Boola	 late	of	Camel	
Corps	now	22nd	P.	N.	I.) engraved. Heavy wear, scarce, fine. £250-300

                                           3257                                                                                   3258

3257	 NEW ZEALAND MEDAL, undated (255.	 Wm.	 Hy.	 Griffith	 65th	 Regt.) officially impressed. 
Extremely fine. £350-400 
 

WO 100/18 page 61 notes the award of this medal, and his entitlements to 1860-61, and 1863-4 and 1863-5. Perhaps left 
undated due to unusual date combination.

3258	 CANADA GENERAL SERVICE MEDAL, 1866-70, single clasp, Fenian Raid 1866 (827.	 Pte	 J.	
Collier.	4/60	K.R.R.) engraved. Extremely fine. £200-250

3259	 ABYSSINIAN WAR MEDAL, 1867-1868 (840	 R.	 Dobson	 33rd	 D.	 W.	 Regt.) officially named 
reverse. Small graffito on reverse, otherwise good very fine or better. £300-350



                                          3260                                                                                3262

3260	 ASHANTEE MEDAL, 1873-1874, single clasp, Coomassie (1010	Compy	Serjt	Major	W.	Louis,	1st	
W.	I.	Regt	73-74) depot impressed. Very fine. £400-450 
 

Correct on roll WO 100/44. Dated 6th July 1874 Cape Gold Coast.

3261	 AFGHANISTAN MEDAL, 1878-1880, no clasp (563	 Pte	 D.	 Hewer.	 2/	 15th	 Foot) engraved. Ex 
brooch mount with deposits, pin removed from reverse, good fine. £120-140

3262	 SOUTH AFRICA MEDAL, 1877-79, single clasp, 1877-1878 (Tpr.	 H.	 McLean.	 1st	 City	 Mount:	
Vol:) engraved. Ex brooch mount, replaced suspension, fine, reverse better.  £250-300 
 

Sold with copy of medal roll confirming issue to 545 Trooper McLean. 

                                         3263                                                                                 3266

3263	 INDIA GENERAL SERVICE MEDAL, 1854-1895, single clasp, Burma 1887-89 (1893	Pte	M	Bessant	
2/	Hamps	R) engraved. Edge nicks and bruises, about very fine. £200-250

3264	 CAPE OF GOOD HOPE GENERAL SERVICE MEDAL, 1880-1897,  single clasp, Basutoland (.	.	.	
C.	B.	Russell.	.	D.	E.	O.	V.	R.) engraved with number possibly erased. Good very fine. £150-200

3265	 CAPE OF GOOD HOPE GENERAL SERVICE MEDAL, 1880-97, single clasp, Bechuanaland (Pte	
W.	R.	Hawkins.	.	Kaff.	Rif.) engraved. Extremely fine or better. £120-140

3266	 BRITISH SOUTH AFRICA COMPANY’S MEDAL, Matabeleland 1893, 1 clasp, Mashonaland 1897 
(Corporal	T.	Gardner	–	RAAF’s	column) officially impressed. About extremely fine. 	 £400-450 
 

ex Sotheby 22nd November 1977, lot 219  
ex DNW 4th July 2001, lot 481



                                          3267                                                                                  3268

3267	 JUMMOO & KASHMIR MEDAL, 1895, 1 clasp, Chitral 1895, unnamed. Extremely fine.  £400-450

3268	 INDIA MEDAL, 1895, 1 clasp, Punjab Frontier 1897-98 (3580	Sapper	Jai	Singh,	BL.	Sappers	&	
Miners)	engraved. Good very fine. £100-150 
 

Jai Singh was noted as being ‘severely wounded by gunshot at Jarobi on September 25th 1897’.

3269	 INDIA MEDAL, 1895, 2 clasps, Punjab Frontier 1897-98, Tirah 1897-98 (4620	Private	J.	Strickland,	
1st	Dorset	Regiment) engraved. Extremely fine.  £200-250 
 

Private Strickland is shown on the IGS ‘95 casualty roll as ‘severely wounded, November 9th 1897 at Saran Sar by gunshot 
to the foot.’

3270	 INDIA MEDAL, 1895-1902, single clasp, Relief of Chitral 1895 (1350	Pte.	J.	Blandford	1st	Bn	E.	
Lanc	 :	Regt) engraved. Verdigris on obverse eye and edge bruise, otherwise about very fine, reverse 
better. £80-100

3271	 INDIA MEDAL, 1895-1902, single clasp, Waziristan 1901-2 (3606	Sepoy	Bara	Singh.	32nd	Punjab	
R.	.	.	.	.s.) engraved. Loose suspension and edge bruising, fine. £80-100

3272	 INDIA MEDAL, 1895-1902, 3 clasps, Punjab Frontier 1897-98, Samana 1897, Tirah 1897-98 (611	
Bearer	Kutta	Chinayya	No	4	Co.	Q.	O.	Maa	S	&	…) engraved. Toned extremely fine. £100-150

3273	 INDIA MEDAL, 1895-1902, single clasp, Relief of Chitral 1895 (4	.	.	.	Corpl.	J.	F.	Garland	2nd	Bn.	
K.	O.	S.	Bord.) engraved. Considerable porosity throughout, good fine.  £70-90

3274	 INDIA MEDAL, 1895-1902, single clasp, Relief of Chitral 1895 (3046	Pte	 D.	Davidson	 2nd	Bn	
Seaforth	Highlrs.) engraved. Attractively toned extremely fine. £80-120

3275	 INDIA MEDAL, 1895-1902, 3 clasps, Punjab Frontier 1897-98, Samana 1897, Tirah 1897-98 (284.	
Sepoy	Nathu	.	Kaparthala	I.	S.	Infy.) engraved. Good very fine or better. £100-150



  
                                        3276                                                                                    3277

3276	 ASHANTI STAR, 1896 (Pte	 Riley	 –	 980	 –	 2/	 West	 Yorks) officially impressed. Extremely 
fine.  £300-350

3277	 QUEEN’S MEDITERRANEAN MEDAL, 1899-1902 (2306	 Dmr:	 G.	 Hall.	 RL:	 W.	 Kent	 Regt) 
officially impressed. Some scratches obverse left, otherwise about extremely fine. £250-300

3278	 QUEEN’S SOUTH AFRICA MEDAL, 1899-1902, 3rd type reverse, no clasp (2629	Dmr:	A.	Ford,	
Wilts:	Regt) officially impressed. Small nick to reverse, good very fine. £60-80

3279	 QUEEN’S SOUTH AFRICA MEDAL, 1899-1902, 3rd type reverse, no clasp (Tpr.	 J.	R.	Hiscock	
Somerset	E.	D.	M.	T.) officially impressed. Some scratches obverse left, otherwise very fine. £60-80 
 

186 medals awarded to unit.

3280	 QUEEN’S SOUTH AFRICA MEDAL, 1899-1902, 3rd type reverse, single clasp, Cape Colony (985	
Pte	B.	N.	Kemp.	Frontier	Lt	Horse.) officially impressed. Good very fine or better.  £60-80

                                         3281                                                                                  3282

3281	 QUEEN’S SOUTH AFRICA MEDAL, 1899-1902, 2nd type reverse with ghost dates, single clasp, 
Natal (10418	Pte	J.	Turner,	A.	S.	C.) officially impressed. Extremely fine. £80-100

3282	 QUEEN’S SOUTH AFRICA MEDAL, 1899-1902, 2nd type reverse with ghost dates, single clasp, 
Natal (13617	Pte	D.	Thomson.	A.	S.	C.) officially impressed. Evidence of die flaw as product of ghost 
date, interesting, good very fine. £80-100 
 

SAFF- 1st January 1901- 30th June 1901, notes died of disease at Charlestown 20th April 1901. Entry records regimental 
number as 13617.



3283	 QUEEN’S SOUTH AFRICA MEDAL, 1899-1902, 2nd type reverse, 2 clasps, Natal, Belfast (5901	
Pte	W.	Lane.	Devon:	Regt) officially impressed. Partly re-engraved with very loose suspension, 
fine. £60-80

3284	 QUEEN’S SOUTH AFRICA MEDAL, 1899-1902, 3rd type reverse, 2 clasps, Natal, Transvaal (1635	
Pte	T.	Hyland.	Leinster	Regt) officially impressed. Good very fine. £80-100

3285	 QUEEN’S SOUTH AFRICA MEDAL, 1899-1902, 2nd type reverse, 3 clasps, Cape Colony, Orange 
Free State, Transvaal (5893	Pte	C.	Farquarson,	2nd	Dorset:	Regt) officially impressed. Slight edge 
bruise with loose suspension, good very fine. £70-90

3286	 QUEEN’S SOUTH AFRICA MEDAL, 1899-1902, 3rd type reverse, 3 clasps, Cape Colony, Orange 
Free State, Transvaal (841	Pte	T.	Cahill,	Manch:	Regt) officially impressed, lightly polished, good 
very fine. £70-90

3287	 QUEEN’S SOUTH AFRICA MEDAL, 1899-1902, 3rd type reverse, 3 clasps, Cape Colony, Orange 
Free State, Transvaal (1942	Sgt	A.	E.	Chapman,	11th	Coy	3rd	Imp:	Yeo:) officially impressed. Very 
fine or better. £80-100

3288	 QUEEN’S SOUTH AFRICA MEDAL, 1899-1902, 3rd type reverse, 4 clasps, Cape Colony, Orange 
Free State, Transvaal, South Africa 1902 (1511	Tpr:	P.	Johnstone.	S.	A.	C.) officially impressed. 
Very fine or better. £80-100

3289	 QUEEN’S SOUTH AFRICA MEDAL, 1899-1902, 4 clasps, Orange Free State, Transvaal, South 
Africa 1901, South Africa 1902 (9514	SAPR	J.	Roberts,	TEL.	BN.	R.E.) officially impressed. Almost 
very fine, reverse better. £100-150

                                        3290                                                                                   3292

3290	 ASHANTI MEDAL, 1900, no clasp (2279	Pte	Adamu	Kanjarga	2.	G.	C.	C.) officially impressed. 
Lightly polished, very fine or better.  £200-250

3291	 INDIA GENERAL SERVICE MEDAL, 1908-1935, single clasp, North West Frontier 1908 (9037	
Pte.	P.	Bevan	1st	R.	War	:	R.) engraved, polished, about very fine. £100-120

3292	 INDIA GENERAL SERVICE MEDAL, 1908-1935, single clasp, Abor 1911-12 (859	 Sepoy	
Sanman	Sonoar	Lakhimpar	Rn	Military	Police.) engraved. A number of edge knocks, about 
very fine. £150-180

3293	 INDIA GENERAL SERVICE MEDAL, 1908-1935, single clasp, Afghanistan N.W.F. 1919 (202505	
Pte.	S.	Theyre,	4	Queen’s	Rl.	R.) officially impressed. Some contact marks on obverse, good extremely 
fine. £60-80



3294	 INDIA GENERAL SERVICE MEDAL, 1908-1935, single clasp, Afghanistan N.W.F. 1919 (200679	
Pte.	J.	Driscoll,	4	Queen’s	Rl.	R), officially impressed. Extremely fine. £60-80

3295	 INDIA GENERAL SERVICE MEDAL, 1908-1935, single clasp, Afghanistan N.W.F. 1919 (124729	
A.	Sjt.	G.	W.	Brooks.	M.	G.	C.)	officially impressed. Some contact marks facing bust, otherwise about 
extremely fine. £80-100

3296	 INDIA GENERAL SERVICE MEDAL, 1908-1935, single clasp, Afghanistan N.W.F. 1919 (113342	
Pte.	P.	A.	Brown,	M.	G.	C.) officially impressed. Good very fine or better. £80-100

3297	 INDIA GENERAL SERVICE MEDAL, 1908-1935, single clasp, North West Frontier 1930-
31 (7258591	Pte.	W.	D.	C.	Smart.	R.	A.	M.	C.)	officially impressed. Toned, good very fine or 
better. £50-70

3298	 INDIA GENERAL SERVICE MEDALS, 1908-1935, single clasp, Waziristan 1921-24 (7797	 Spr.	
Mit	Singh,	B.	S	&	M), single clasp, North West Frontier 1935 (11475	Sepoy	Ujagar	Singh,	3-2	
Punjab	R), single clasp, North West Frontier 1930-31 (58189	Dvr.	Fazal	Ahmed,	29	A.	T.	Coy.) all 
officially impressed. Generally very fine.(3) £70-90

   
                                        3299                                                                                    3302

3299	 AFRICA GENERAL SERVICE MEDAL, 1902-56, single clasp, Nyasaland 1915 (T.	 A.	 Russell,	
Nyasaland	Vol:	Res:) officially impressed. About extremely fine. £150-200

3300	 BRITISH WAR MEDAL, 1914-20, bronze (580	 Cooly	 Rassad	 Khan	 4	 Peshawar	 Labour	 Cps) 
depot impressed. Very fine or better. £50-70

3301	 TERRITORIAL FORCE WAR MEDAL, 1914-19, no clasp (226	Pte.	J.	G.	Tedd.	Hamps.	R.) officially 
impressed. Attractively toned, good very fine.  £80-100

3302	 KOREA MEDAL, 1950-53, no clasp (22306212	 Cfn.	 J.	 Mc	 Laughlan.	 R.	 E.	 M.	 E.) officially 
impressed. A few scuffs on obverse, otherwise about extremely fine. £100-150

3303	 ARMY LONG SERVICE AND GOOD CONDUCT MEDAL, 1855-1874, 2nd type reverse with 
swivelling suspension (926.	Driver	J.	Lofts,	2nd	B.	R.	A.) officially impressed. Minor abrasions to 
reverse, toned, otherwise about extremely fine. £80-120



    
                                           3304                                                                                  3305

3304	 REGIMENTAL VOLUNTEER MEDAL, 1861, 31st Regiment of Leicestershire Rifle Volunteers 
(Samuel	Davis)	of 10 Company, officially impressed. Extremely fine.  £150-200

3305	 REGIMENTAL VOLUNTEER MEDAL, 1869, North London Rifle Volunteers, Five Years Efficient 
(R.	Draper	1869) officially engraved. Good very fine, with some scratches on obverse. £150-200

3306	 REGIMENTAL MEDAL, 1834, South Devon Yeoman Cavalry, Bene Merentibus, inscribed MLV. 
Extremely fine. £150-200

	 Campaign	Pairs

				
                                        3307                                                                                   3308

3307	 Pair	 to	 Sergeant	 Nathan	 Staniford,	 43rd	 Foot, comprising: South Africa Medal, 1834-1853 (. . 
. . .iford Serj. 43rd Regt), Army Long Service and Good Conduct Medal, 1874-1901 (2600 Sergt 
Nathan Staniford. 43rd Foot), small reverse lettering, both medals officially impressed, first medal 
with rank and name renamed, and engraved. First medal with edge knocks and scratches to obverse, 
good fine or better, second good very fine possibly better. (2) £200-300 
 

Born 11th February 1830, and joined the 6th Foot at age 16, and later transferred to the 43rd Foot in 1850. SA1853 correct on 
the Everson Roll as renamed.

3308	 Pair	to	Private	Henry	Wiltshire,	73rd	Foot,	comprising: South Africa Medal, 1834-1853, Indian 
Mutiny Medal, 1857-1858, no clasp (Hy Wiltshire, 73rd Regt), both officially impressed. The first 
scuffed, the second about very fine. (2) £400-500 
 

Sold with a small watercolour of the regimental standards, a contemporary photograph of the recipient and several 
useful copies of relevant research. Recipient served in 2nd and 3rd Kaffir Wars, also served at Buenos Aires in 1845.



3309	 A	 “single	 clasp”	 South	 African	 pair	 to	 Private	 H	 Coltman,	 Northumberland	 Fusiliers,	
comprising: Queen’s South Africa Medal, 1899-1902, 3rd type reverse, four clasps, Cape Colony, 
Orange Free State, Transvaal, South Africa 1901, Kings South Africa Medal, 1901-1902, single 
clasp, South Africa 1902 (2360 Pte H. Coltman. 2/ Nth.ld. Fus,) both officially impressed. Very 
fine, the later rare with confirmed single clasp. (2) £150-200 
 

Confirmed four and single clasp medals sold with photocopies of the rolls and further related information. Private Coltman was 
taken prisoner of war at Stormberg, 10 December 1899, was shipped home within the first fortnight of 1902 and just qualified 
for a KSA, but was initially issued with SA01 on his QSA. Authorities issued him a single clasp KSA a few years later  
ex DNW 4th December 2002

3310	 Pair	to	Sergeant	J.	C.	Stewart,	9th	Lancers,	comprising: Queen’s South Africa Medal, 1899-1902, 
3rd type reverse, 3 clasps, Cape Colony, Orange Free State, Belfast, King’s South Africa medal, 
1901-1902, 2 clasps, South Africa 1901 and 1902, both officially impressed (3033 Sjt: J. C. Stewart). 
Both medals lightly polished, about extremely fine. (2) £150-200

3311	 Pair	to	Private	P.	Keenan,	1st	Highland	Light	Infantry, comprising: Queen’s South Africa Medal, 
1899-1902, 2nd type reverse with ghost dates, 4 clasps, Cape Colony, Paardeberg, Wittebergen, 
Transvaal, King’s South Africa Medal, 1901-1902, 2 clasps, South Africa 1901 and 1902, both 
officially impressed (6742 Pte P. Keenan. Highland L. I.). Some wear to high points on both, very fine. 
(2)  £150-180

3312	 Pair	 to	 Driver	 J	 Carter,	 81st	 Battery	 Royal	 Field	 Artillery,	 comprising: Queen’s South Africa 
Medal, 1899-1902, 2nd type reverse, 5 clasps, Relief of Kimberley, Paardeberg, Driefontein, 
Johannesburg, Wittebergen (90278 Dvr: J. Carter, 81st Bty., R. F. A.), King’s South Africa Medal, 
1901-1902, 2 clasps, South Africa 1901 and 1902 (90278 Dvr: J. Carter. R. F. A.), both officially 
impressed. Some porosity, as well as heavy wear to both, each showing traces of lacquering on the reverse, 
fine. (2) £150-200
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3313	 Pair	to	W	G	Willis,	2nd	Seaforth	Highlanders,	comprising: Queen’s South Africa Medal, 1899-
1902, 2nd type reverse with ghost dates, 5 clasps, Cape Colony, Paardeberg, Driefontein, Transvaal, 
Wittebergen (4024 Pte W. G. Willis, 2: Sea: Highrs:), King’s South Africa Medal, 1901-1902, 2 
clasps, South Africa 1901 and 1902 (4024 Pte W. G. Willis, 2: Seaforth Highrs), both officially 
impressed. Lightly polished, pair extremely fine. (2) £200-250

3314	 Pair	to	Driver	A.	T.	Cater,	Royal	Engineers,	comprising: Queen’s South Africa Medal, 1899-1902, 
2nd type reverse with ghost dates, 6 clasps, Cape Colony, Tugela Heights, Orange Free State, Relief 
of Ladysmith, Transvaal, Laing’s Nek, King’s South Africa Medal, 2 clasps, South Africa 1901 and 
1902, first engraved, second officially impressed (29359 Dvr: A. T. Cater. R. E.). Some light scratching 
to both obverses, and minor edge bruises to second, pair very fine or better. (2) £200-250
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3315	 Pair	to	Lieutenant	G.	M.	Towert,	Thorneycroft’s	Mounted	Infantry,	comprising: Queen’s South 

Africa Medal, 1899-1902, 3rd type reverse, 6 clasps, Cape Colony, Tugela Heights, Orange Free 
State, Relief of Ladysmith, Transvaal, Laing’s Nek (Lieut. G. M. Towert. Thorney M. I.), King’s 
South Africa Medal, 2 clasps, South Africa 1901 and 1902 (Lt. G. M. Towert. Thorneycrofts M. I.), 
both engraved. Pair toned, about extremely fine.(2) £200-250

3316	 Pair	to	Private	H.	Hunter,	India Medal, 1895-1902, single clasp, Punjab Frontier 1897-98 (4015 Pte 
H. P. Hunter 3rd Bn Rif. Bde) engraved, King’s South Africa Medal, 1901-02, 2 clasps, 1901 and 
1902 (543 Pte H. Hunter. Rifle Brigade) officially impressed. First very fine or better, second about 
very fine with some contact marks. £100-150

3317	 Pair	to	R.	Esau,	Cape	Corps,	comprising: War Medal 1939-45, Africa Service Medal, 1939-45, both 
officially impressed (C568090 R. Esau). Both medals about extremely fine. £20-30

	 Campaign	Trios

3318	 Three	to	Trooper	A.	Atkinson,	1st	Battalion	Imperial	Light	Horse,	comprising: Cape of Good 
Hope General Service Medal, 1880-1897, single clasp. Bechuanaland (Pte. A Atkinson D. E. O. V. 
R.), British South Africa Company’s Medal, 1890-97, Rhodesia 1896 reverse (Troopr A. Atkinson. 
M. R. F.), Queen’s South Africa Medal, 1899-1902, 3rd type reverse, 3 clasps, Orange Free State, 
Transvaal, South Africa 1902 (3134 Tpr A. Atkinson. 1/Imp.L. H. ), QSA and COGH GSM officially 
impressed, BSACM engraved. A few recent scratches to QSA reverse, otherwise group extremely fine. 
(3) £500-600



3319	 Three	 to	 Gunner	 Thomas	 Dunbebin,	 Royal	 Artillery,	 comprising: Indian General Service 
Medal, 1854-1895, single clasp Hazara 1891 (75044 Gunner T Dunbebin No.9 Mn Bty R. A.), 
Queens South Africa Medal, 1899-1902, 2nd type reverse with ghost dates, three clasps, Cape 
Colony, Orange Free State, Transvaal, Kings South Africa, 1901-1902, 2 clasps, 1901 and 1902, IGS 
engraved, QSA and KSA both officially impressed. Very fine to good very fine. (3) £350-400 
 

Sold with copies of Enlistment and Service Papers.

3320	 Three	 to	 Company	 Quarter	 Master	 Sergeant	 Charles	 I.	 Bowerman,	 8th	 Canadian	 Infantry,	
comprising: 1914-15 Star, British War and Victory Medals, 1914-1919, all officially impressed 
(81091 Pte C. I. Bowerman). First two medals toned about extremely fine, latter very fine. (3) £50-70 
 

The 8th Canadian Infantry served on the Western Front between 24th April 1915 and 18th November 1918, earning three 
VCs. This lot is sold with a copy of his Attestation Paper, showing that he was born in Bristol, England, on the 24th October 
1889, and had formerly been employed as a carpenter, and had previously served in the Legion of Frontiersmen. 

3321	 Three	 to	 Captain	 Welbury	 M.	 Mitton,	 Royal	 Field	 Artillery,	 2nd	 West	 Lancashire	 Brigade,	
comprising: 1914-15 Star (Lieut. W. M. Mitton. R. F. A.), British War and Victory Medals, 1914-
1919 (Lieut. W. M. Mitton.), with MiD bronze oak leaf, 1914-1920, all officially impressed. Trio 
about extremely fine. (3) £100-150 
 

Welbury Mitton was born 1st May 1892, and educated at Rossall. He was commissioned as 2nd Lt on the 13th August 
1914, Lieutenant 8th May 1915 in 2 West Lancashire Brigade RFA. He was sent to France in September 1915, and became 
Captain on the 20th May 1919. He later married Bridget Sherwood on the 2nd June 1927.

3322	 Three	 to	 Corporal	 Deoman	 Gurung,	 10th Gurkha Rifles, comprising: Brunei Gurkha Guard 
Service Medal, Sultan’s Silver Jubilee Medal 1992, Army Long Service and Good Conduct Medal. 
LSGCM officially impressed (21157574 Cpl Deoman Gurung 10 Gr), others unnamed, mounted 
with pin for wear. Group extremely fine or better. (5) £300-350 
 

This group is sold with its relevant miniatures.

	 Campaign	Groups
3323	 Four	 to	 Corporal	 A	 Macklin,	 Coldstream	 Guards,	 comprising: Queen’s South Africa Medal, 

1899-1902, 3rd type reverse, no clasp (S902 Corpl: A. Macklin, Wilts: Regt.), 1914 Star, British War 
and Victory Medals, 1914-1919 (5064 Pte A. Macklin, C. Gds), all officially impressed. QSA toned, 
some edge bruises and wear, very fine, latter trio toned about extremely fine. (4) £150-200 
 

Corporal Macklin was born in Enford, Wiltshire. Having served with the Wiltshire Regiment in the Boer War, he returned 
to reside in Pewesey, Wiltshire, when he enlisted at Marlborough into the Coldstream Guards. He died on the 25th 
December 1914. 



3324	 Four	to	Gunner	P	Dwyer,	Royal	Horse	Artillery,	comprising: Queens South Africa Medal, 1899-
1902, 3rd type reverse, four clasps, Cape Colony, Orange Free State, Transvaal, South Africa 1902, 
1914 Star, Victory Medal, 1914-1919, Army Long Service and Good Conduct Medal, George V, all 
officially impressed (12818 Gnr: P. Dwyer. R. H. A.) BWM missing, very fine. (4) £200-250

3325	 Four	to	Private	James	Sutton,	County	of	London	Yeomanry,	comprising: Queens South Africa 
Medal, 1899-1902, 3rd type reverse, four clasps, Cape Colony, Transvaal, South Africa 1901 and 
1902 (5048 Pte J. Sutton. 10th Hussars), 1914-15 Star, British War and Victory Medals, 1914-1919 
(1858 Pte. J. Sutton. C. Of Lond. Yeo.), all officially impressed. The first with graffito in reverse field, 
otherwise very fine. (4) £250-300 
 

SAFF reports Pte Sutton was taken Prisoner of War at Uniondale on 19th August 1901 but, unfazed, subsequently rejoined. 
Believed to have served in Egypt, and awarded SWB, which is missing from group. Sold with MIC confirming award of 
WWI medals.

3326	 Five	to	Sergeant	H	G	Buckley,	Royal	Engineers,	comprising: 1914-15 Star (503 Cpl H. G. Buckley, 
R. E.), British War and Victory Medals, 1914-1919 (both Sjt), Territorial Force Efficiency Medal 
(503 Cpl Buckley. Devon: (Fts.) R. E.), Army Meritorious Service Medal, George V (514165 Sjt) all 
officially impressed. About extremely fine. (5) £200-250

3327	 Five	 to	Staff	Sergeant	V	E	Sackett,	Dorset	Regiment,	comprising: British War and Victory 
medals, 1914-1919 (16525 T. Sjt. V. E. Sackett. Dorset. R.), India General Service Medal, one 
clasp Afghanistan N.W.F. 1919 (A Sjt S & T Corps), General Service Medal, one clasp Iraq (Sjt), 
Long Service and Good Conduct Medal (S Sjt I. A. S. C.) officially impressed. Generally fine. 
(5) £150-200

3328	 Family	lot:	Ingram	brothers,	comprising:	three	to	Pte	B	E	Ingram,	Army	Service	Corps, 1914-
15 Star, British War and Victory Medals 1914-1919 (M2-099542 Pte. B. F. Ingram. A. S. C.; pair	to	
Pte	Cecil	King	Ingram,	Hampshire	Regiment, British War and Victory Medals (45982 Pte. C. K. 
Ingram. Hamps. R.) all officially impressed, sold with named Memorial Plaquette. Good very fine. 
(6) £100-150

3329	 Family	lot:	Wise	brothers,	comprising: single	to	Private	F	Wise, Queen’s South Africa Medal, 
1899-1902, 3rd type reverse, 3 clasps, Cape Colony, Orange Free State, South Africa 1902 (5324	
Pte	F.	Wise.	Rifle	Brigade.) officially impressed; pair	to	Private	T	Wise,	comprising British War 
and Victory Medals, 1914-1919 (306284	Pte.	T.	Wise.	5	–	Lond.	R.) both officially impressed; pair	
to	Driver	E	Wise, British War and Victory Medals (926006	Dvr.	E.	Wise.	R.	A.) both officially 
impressed, sold with 1939-45 Star, Burma Star, Defence Medal, and two War Medals, 1939-1945, 
all unnamed. First medal toned very fine, others generally very fine or better. (9) £150-200

3330	 Seven	to	Gunner	E	S	Barnes	Royal	Artillery,	comprising 1939-45 Star, France and Germany Star, 
Defence and War medals, 1939-1945 (unnamed), General Service Medal, 1918-62, two clasps, 
Palestine 1945-148 (14166853 Gnr E. S. Barnes RA), Malaya, Korea Medal, 1950-1953 (22207802 
Gnr E. S. Barnes RA) both officially impressed, UN Korea Medal, 1950-1953 (unnamed). Generally 
very fine. (7) £250-300 
 

Discharged in 1951. Rejoins and issued official new number.



3331	 An	Indian	Army	Sena	group	of	6	to	Rifleman	Harka	Badahur	Rai,	Assam Rifles 1965, comprising: 
Sena Medal, General Service Medal with Naga Hills clasp, Poorvi Star, Sangram Medal, Raksha 
Medal 1965, 25th Independence Anniversary Medal (47395 L-Nk. H. B. Rai. Assam Rif.), five of 
group officially impressed, one unnamed, all mounted with pin for wear. Group good very fine or 
better. (6) £1000-1200

3332	 A	Nepalese	Second	World	War	group	of	6	to	Captain	Curzon	Jung	Bahadur	Rana,	Nepalese 
Contingent, comprising: Nepali Bravery Medal, 1939-45 Star, Burma Star, War Medal with 
bronze oak leaf for MiD, Delhi Durbar Medal 1911, King Tribhuvan Medal, War Medal officially 
impressed (Capt. Curzon. Jung Bahadur Rana, Nepalese Contgt.), others unnamed, four mounted 
with pin for wear, two separate. Group about extremely fine, rare. (6) £1200-1500

	 Other	Medals

		

3333	 GEORGE CROSS MINIATURE, the reverse officially engraved - Bertie	Crosby, contained in its 
original case from Garrard & Co. Extremely fine. £100-120 
 

Awarded to 16-year old Bertie Crosby for his bravery in attempting to save lives during a major fire in a London film 
processing works in 1927, during which he suffered significant burns and injury. This lot includes a selection of official 
correspondence.   
This miniature relates to the sale of the original George Cross, ex DNW, 25 February 1999.

3334	 HUNDRED OF SALFORD HUMANE SOCIETY MEDAL, 1916, For Saving Life (Edmund	Doyle,	
June	3rd	1916)	officially engraved. About extremely fine. £100-120



3335	 CENTRAL MEDITERRANEAN FORCES, 1st Battalion Scots Guards, silver-plated Prize medal 
by Bertoni, Milan, for the Winning Team, Army Cricket Team Championships, Udine, Italy 1946, 
awarded to Capt McL. Hayward, head of Victory left, rev inscription, 50mm. About extremely fine 
in fitted case of issue, scarce.  £40-60

	 A	small	Collection	of	Military	Headdress	Badges	and	other	Insignia

					
		                                     3336                                                                                    3337

3336	 EAST KENT REGIMENT (THE BUFFS),	gilt brass helmet plate, c1881-1901, die-stamped crowned 
star with encircling wreath bearing a centre-piece marked ‘East Kent’ with dragon passant left, 
original lugs; brass die-stamped cap badge of similar style dragon left, ‘The Buffs’ below, and a 
collar badge in similar style.  Extremely fine, lacquered.  (3) £200-250 

3337	 ROYAL LANCASTER REGIMENT, brass helmet plate, c1881-1901, die-stamped crowned star 
with encircling wreath bearing a centre piece marked ‘Royal Lancaster’ with lion passant left, 
original and correct lugs and pins for mounting.  Good very fine.  £150-200



3338	 CANADIAN REGIMENT (CEF), brass die-stamped General Service Badge, maple leaf with 
central crown, ‘Canada’ named below, with original brass loop fasteners and pin; sold with a 
small Canadian collar badge of similar design with original loop fasteners. Very fine. (2) £50-75

3339	 COLDSTREAM GUARDS, large brass die-stamped bed plate, small mounting hole above with star 
and central regimental insignia of the Garter Proper with George Cross centre, beneath insignia 
‘Coldstream Guards’ and ‘2409’ reverse marked ‘Duty’, made by F Narborough (Birmingham); 
white metal die-stamped cap badge bearing the same insignia, two soldered loop fastners.  Very 
fine, the first scarce. (2) £150-200

3340	 BLACK WATCH (THE 42nd ROYAL HIGHLANDERS), white metal die-stamped glengarry badge, 
c1887-1901, star with thistle sprays surrounding central section bearing crowned insignia ‘The 
Royal Highlanders’ above and ‘Black Watch’ below, St Andrew facing holding his cross, regimental 
motto around, sphinx below, original copper loop fasteners and pin, good very fine; HIGHLAND 
LIGHT INFANTRY, small headdress badge pre 1889, star, bugle and elephant below, extremely fine;  
LOTHIAN AND BORDER HORSE, three small insignia, extremely fine.  (5) £100-120



     

3341	 ARGYLL AND SUTHERLAND HIGHLANDERS, white metal die-stamped glengarry badge, 
large thistle sprays with crowned insignia of the Argylls’ boar’s head left and lion sejant erect 
left, original copper loop fasteners; THE BORDER REGIMENT, small white metal die-stamped 
glengarry badge, crowned star with laurel wreath set in the background, two soldered copper 
loop fasteners; a smaller white metal die-stamped collar badge of similar design, although without 
star and crown, with two loop fasteners, very fine; SCOTS GUARDS, gilt brass die-stamped pouch 
badge, thistle style star with central circular emblem with thistle, four loop fasteners on reverse, 
and a small collar badge. Good very fine. (5) £150-180

3342	 NORFOLK REGIMENT, two white metal and bronze die-stamped cap badges, laureate border 
with Britannia seated left with trident and shield holding olive branch with bronze banner 
below ‘The Norfolk Regt’, original copper loop fasteners on both; DUKE OF WELLINGTON’S 
REGIMENT (WEST RIDING), white medal and bronze die stamped cap badge, lion rampant 
bearing flag with crown and regimental motto beneath, ‘The West Riding’ in copper banner 
below, with original copper loop fasteners;  SOUTH LANCASHIRE REGIMENT (THE PRINCE 
OF WALES’ VOLUNTEERS), white metal and bronze die-stamped cap badge, bronze encircling 
wreath and banner ‘South Lancashire’ above and ‘Prince of Wales’s Vols’ below, bearing central 
white metal insignia of three plumes and bronze crown, with regimental motto and sphinx with 
‘Egypt’ beneath, two soldered loop fasteners.  Very fine.  (4) £80-100

      

3343	 Diestamped headdress badges (4), GORDON HIGHLANDERS, white metal, SCOTTISH RIFLES 
(THE CAMERONIANS), silver, SEAFORTH HIGHLANDERS (2), white metal.  Extremely fine.  
(4) £80-100



    

3344	 ARMY ORDNANCE CORPS, small die-stamped cap badge in brass, heraldic shield bearing 
three cannons left, with upper section bearing three cannonballs, two original loop fasteners, very 
fine; Victorian sabretache badge, crowned gilt brass die-stamped stylized monogram of ‘VR’ with 
three original screw fasteners reverse, extremly fine;  other regimental insignia (6), 6th DRAGOON 
GUARDS, LEICESTERSHIRE REGIMENT, 11TH HUSSARS (PRINCE ALBERT’S OWN, ROYAL 
BERKSHIRE REGIMENT and ESSEX REGIMENT, very fine or better.  (8) £150-200

      

3345	 GRENADIER GUARDS, brass valise badges (2), crowned Garter with VR monogram within.  
About extremely fine, rare.  (2) £150-200

3346	 ROYAL FLYING CORPS, brass cap badge and button, about very fine; other small insignia (9), 
including YORK & LANCASTER REGIMENT, EAST SURREY REGIMENT, DEVONSHIRE 
REGIMENT, SOMERSETSHIRE LIGHT INFANTRY, generally very fine.  (11) £150-200



3347	 Headdress badges (3), 8TH KING’S ROYAL IRISH HUSSARS, SOUTH WALES BORDERERS, 
ROYAL WELSH FUSILEERS, other small insignia (3).  Good very fine.  (6) £80-100

3348	 Headdress badges (5), KING’S REGIMENT, GOUCESTERSHIRE REGIMENT, XII ROYAL 
LANCERS and others (2).  First polished, others good very fine.  (5) £50-80

3349	 Headdress badges (4), 10TH ROYAL HUSSARS, DUKE OF CORNWALL’S LIGHT INFANTRY, 
KING’S SHROPSHIRE LIGHT INFANTRY and DORSETSHIRE REGIMENT.  Extremely fine.  
(4) £80-100

3350	 Headdress badges (4), ROYAL WARWICKSHIRE REGIMENT, NORTHUMBERLAND 
FUSILEERS, EAST LANCASHIRE REGIMENT and XVIII HUSSARS, PRINCESS OF WALES’ 
OWN REGIMENT.  Very fine.  (4) £80-100

3351	 Collar dogs and other small insignia (13), various regiments including 1ST KING’S DRAGOON 
GUARDS, ROYAL WARWICKSHIRE REGIMENT and THE ROYAL WEST SURREY REGIMENT.  
Very fine or better.  (13) £80-100


